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I.

INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

3

Q: Please state your name, position and business address for the record.

4

A: My name is James F. Wilson. I am an economist and independent consultant doing

5

business as Wilson Energy Economics. My business address is 4800 Hampden Lane

6

Suite 200, Bethesda, Maryland 20814.

7

Q: Please describe your experience and qualifications.

8

A: I have thirty-five years of consulting experience, primarily in the electric power and

9

natural gas industries. Many of my assignments have pertained to the economic and

10

policy issues arising from the interplay of competition and regulation in these industries,

11

including restructuring policies, market design, market analysis and market power. Other

12

recent engagements have involved resource adequacy and capacity markets, contract

13

litigation and damages, forecasting and market evaluation, pipeline rate cases and

14

evaluating allegations of market manipulation. I also spent five years in Russia in the

15

early 1990s advising on the reform, restructuring, and development of the Russian

16

electricity and natural gas industries for the World Bank and other clients.

17

With respect to the load forecasting and resource adequacy issues I will address in this

18

testimony, I have been actively involved in these issues in the PJM Interconnection,

19

L.L.C. (“PJM”) region for many years, participating in PJM stakeholder processes,

20

performing and presenting analysis of these issues, and submitting affidavits in various

21

regulatory proceedings. I have also been involved in these issues in various state

1
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regulatory proceedings, including recently in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

2

and Georgia.

3

I have submitted affidavits and presented testimony in proceedings of the Federal Energy

4

Regulatory Commission, state regulatory agencies, and U.S. district court. I hold a B.A.

5

in Mathematics from Oberlin College and an M.S. in Engineering-Economic Systems

6

from Stanford University. My curriculum vitae, summarizing my experience and listing

7

past testimony, is attached as Exhibit JFW-1.

8

Q: On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding?

9

A: I am testifying on behalf of Energy Alabama and Gasp, Inc.

10

Q: What is the scope and purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding?

11

A: On September 6, 2019, Alabama Power Company (“APC” or “Company”) filed a petition

12

for a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity (“CCN”) (“Petition”) in Alabama Public

13

Service Commission (APSC” or “Commission”) docket no. 32953. The Petition is

14

supported by the testimony and exhibits of John B. Kelley and Jeffrey B. Weathers,

15

among other witnesses. The Petition is also supported by the Company’s 2019 Integrated

16

Resource Plan Summary Report (“2019 Plan”), Exhibit JBK-1, and by Southern

17

Company’s 2018 resource adequacy study (“RM Study”), Exhibit JBW-1.1

18

My assignment was to review the Petition, 2019 Plan, RM Study, and other testimony,

19

exhibits and discovery in this case, and provide my evaluation and recommendations with

20

respect to the load forecasts, reserve margins, and resulting capacity needs. With respect

21

to the load forecast, my testimony focuses on peak load and addresses the reasonableness

1

Southern Company, An Economic and Reliability Study of the Target Reserve Margin for the Southern Company
System, January 2019 (Exhibit JBW-1) (CONFIDENTIAL version).

2
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of the forecasts and underlying methodologies. With respect to resource adequacy and

2

capacity needs, my testimony addresses the approach, assumptions, and results of the RM

3

Study, the recommended summer and winter reserve margins, and the estimates of

4

seasonal loss of load risk and capacity worth factors.

5

II.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6
7

Q: Please explain why the Company’s load forecasts and reserve margins are
important in this proceeding.

8

A: In this proceeding the Company seeks a CCN and approval and authorization of a

9

portfolio of resources, including acquisition and construction of new generation. The

10

Petition states (p. 2) that it is necessary to make additions to its portfolio of supply

11

resources to address a reliability-based need for additional resources. According to the

12

2019 Plan (pp. 26-27), the Company has a “reliability deficit” in winter periods that rises

13

to

14

The Company’s load forecasts and planning reserve margins combine to determine the

15

capacity the Company will need in future years to serve customers’ peak demands. The

16

need for new capacity is determined by winter requirements. The Company’s identified

17

winter capacity needs and deficits exceed summer needs and deficits by over 2,400 MW

18

in all years. 2019 Plan, pp. 27-28.

MW in 2023.

19

Q: Please briefly describe the Company’s peak load forecasting approach.

20

A: The Company forecasts sales by customer class, and uses a separate Peak Demand Model

21

(“PDM”) to project future weather-normal summer and winter peak demands for all

3
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customer classes.2 For the B2019 peak load forecast, the Company applied four

2

adjustments to the PDM outputs.3

3

Q: Please summarize your approach to evaluating the Company’s peak load forecast.

4

A: My approach begins with a review of historical actual and weather-normalized peak

5

loads. The weather-normalized history is of particular interest. If an effective weather-

6

normalization approach is applied, the weather-normalized values should reveal a steady

7

historical trend in the peak loads. And absent any specific reasons to expect otherwise,

8

the peak load forecasts should be consistent with and continue the trend revealed by the

9

weather-normalized historical peak loads.

10

Q: Please present the history and forecast of the Company’s peak loads.

11

A: Figure JFW-1 presents the weather-normalized history and the Company’s forecasts of

12

winter and summer peak loads. The weather-normalized history is based on the

13

Company’s weather-normalization methodology, with a few corrections, described later

14

in this testimony, where the Company had applied its approach inconsistently. The

15

forecast is shown both as produced by PDM, and with the adjustments applied by the

16

Company.

17

Q: Please comment on the weather-normalized peak load trends.

18

A: The trend in the weather-normalized winter peak loads is quite steady and flat, with five

19

of the past six years falling within a

20

summer weather-normalized peak loads is also reasonably steady and flat.

2

range around

MW. The trend in the

Ex. JFW-2, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-02 Attachment A -

3

Peak Demand Documentation pp. 1-2 and Table p. 1. One of the adjustments found in the workpapers is not
mentioned in this document.

4
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Q: Please comment on the Company’s peak load forecasts.

2

A: The PDM winter peak load forecast, without adjustments, is quite consistent with the

3

weather-normalized trend. The Company’s winter forecast with adjustments is higher,

4

and not consistent with the weather-normalized trend. The Company’s summer forecast

5

as adjusted is reasonably consistent with weather-normalized trend. Both forecasts

6

reflect

7
8

Q: Please comment on the adjustments the Company applied to the PDM winter peak
load forecast.

9

A: I have evaluated the four adjustments, and find that they are not justified and should not

10

be applied. The adjustments are methodologically flawed and, if corrected, the suggested

11

total adjustment to the PDM forecast would be negative (would lower the forecast).

5
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I conclude that the Company’s adjustments to the PDM forecast should be rejected. That

2

these adjustments are incorrect is also supported by the fact that the PDM forecast

3

without adjustments is consistent with the weather-normalized trend, and the adjusted

4

forecast is not, as suggested in Figure JFW-1.

5
6

Q: Please comment on the summer peak load forecast and the adjustments applied to
it.

7

A: The Company’s summer peak load forecast appears more consistent than the winter

8

forecast with the corresponding weather normalized history. I did not find any significant

9

errors or inconsistencies in the summer weather-normalized load calculations.

10

Because the winter forecast drives the Company’s capacity needs, this testimony focuses

11

on the winter forecast.

12

Q: Please summarize your conclusions with regard to the Company’s sales forecasts.

13

A: The residential, commercial, and wholesale sales forecasts appear reasonable and I have

14

not identified any issues with these forecasts. The industrial forecast was based on a

15

questionable approach and failed to use available and highly relevant information, in

16

particular forecasts of Alabama industrial activity by industrial subsector. The B2019

17

industrial forecast appears too high; the B2018 forecast appears more reasonable.

18
19

Q: What are the implications of these conclusions about the sales forecasts for your
evaluation of the peak load forecasts?

20

A: These conclusions (that the industrial forecast that may be too high, and the other sales

21

forecasts generally appear reasonable), suggest that the PDM results, without

22

adjustments, are conservative; if a lower industrial sales forecast were used, the PDM

23

results would be lower.

24

6
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Q: Now please summarize the scope and recommendations of the RM Study.

2

A: The RM Study documents a probabilistic analysis to recommend summer and winter

3

reserve margins for the Southern Company System (“System”). Based on this analysis,

4

the RM Study recommends separate summer and winter reserve margin targets for the

5

System at 16.25% and 26%, respectively. This leads to summer and winter target reserve

6

margins for the Company of 14.89 percent and 25.25 percent, respectively (2019 Plan p.

7

3) reflecting diversity among the operating companies. These reserve margins compare to

8

a single, summer reserve margin of 14.74 percent adopted in the Company’s last (2016)

9

Integrated Resource Plan.4

10

The Company also adopts somewhat lower short-term reserve margins, applicable only to

11

2019 to 2021 (2019 Plan pp. 2-3).

12

Q: Please summarize your conclusions with regard to RM Study analysis.

13

A: I find that due to various flawed assumptions, the RM Study has substantially overstated

14

the reserve margins necessary to satisfy reliability or economic objectives. Winter risk

15

and reserve margins are especially overstated, primarily due assumptions that exaggerate

16

the likely future frequency and magnitude of extreme winter temperatures and peak

17

loads. While it is appropriate for the Company to plan its system to achieve resource

18

adequacy at all times of year, the RM Study’s recommended reserve margins are much

19

higher than necessary (especially the recommended winter reserve margin), due to flaws

20

in the RM Study that are discussed in detail in this testimony.

4

Ex. JFW-3, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-11, Alabama Power Company 2016 Integrated
Resource Plan Summary Report p. 29.

7
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Q: Please explain how the RM Study has overstated the frequency and magnitude of
future winter peak loads.

3

A: The RM Study has greatly exaggerated the likely frequency and magnitude of extreme

4

winter peak loads by 1) using a data set back to 1962, which reflects a relatively high

5

frequency of extreme temperatures in the early years that have not been seen at all, or

6

only rarely, in recent decades; 2) projecting onto those extreme temperatures extremely

7

high loads based on an oversimplified approach that incorrectly extrapolates based on a

8

single day, the Polar Vortex day in 2014; and 3) further inflates winter peak loads by

9

application of an excessive estimate of load forecast uncertainty.

10

The overstatement of winter risk also impacts the RM Study’s recommended Capacity

11

Worth Factors, skewing them toward greater winter capacity value.

12

Q: Were you able to fully evaluate the analysis documented in the RM Study?

13

A: No. Key information was not provided. For example, to understand the impact of

14

assumptions on results, it is important to see in detail how the various load and resource

15

assumptions come together in the SERVM model used in the study to create loss of load;

16

that is, to see, for each scenario that leads to load loss, the load level and the quantities of

17

each resource type that were assumed unavailable. I used such SERVM details

18

extensively to understand and evaluate a similar, SERVM-based resource adequacy study

19

in a recent proceeding in North Carolina.5 The same details were requested in this

20

proceeding but were not provided (only monthly average details were made available).6

5

Wilson, James F., Review and Evaluation of Resource Adequacy and Solar Capacity Value Issues with regard to
the Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress 2018 Integrated Resource Plans and Avoided Cost Filing,
Attachment 4 to the Initial Comments of Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, Sierra Club, and Natural Resources
Defense Council, filed March 7, 2019 in North Carolina Utilities Commission Docket No. E-100, Sub 157

8
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Q: Are you able to estimate what the winter reserve margin would be, if the issues you
have raised were corrected?

3

A: I can prepare a conservative estimate based on partially correcting some of the issues. Of

4

course, the best approach to preparing such an estimate would be to fully research each

5

issue to determine the correct assumptions, and then to re-run the SERVM model with

6

the various issues addressed.

7

Based on the analysis documented in this testimony, I find that the highest winter peaks,

8

that are the main drivers of the winter reserve margin, are overstated by at least five

9

percent, and this will directly affect the reserve margin. In addition, I estimate that the

10

winter power plant outage rates are overstated by about two percent at the colder

11

temperatures that drive the high loads. Just these two issues together push the winter

12

reserve margin up by roughly seven percent. I conclude that a 20 percent winter reserve

13

margin would still be conservative, and I expect that further analysis would identify that a

14

somewhat lower winter reserve margin would be adequate.

15
16

Q: Please summarize your conclusions with regard to the Company’s future capacity
needs.

17

A: As noted above, the Company calculated that is has a

MW deficit in 2023. Using

18

the PDM forecast for 2023, as I recommend, and a 20% winter reserve margin, which I

19

find conservative, suggest that the deficit is overstated by roughly 1,400 MW.

20

Q: How is the remainder of your direct testimony organized?

21

A: The next section, Section III, discusses the recent trends in weather-normalized peak

22

loads and the Company’s peak load forecasts. Section IV discusses the energy sales

(references to results based on Data Request SACE/NRDC/Sierra Club 1-26 Attachment at pp. 9-11 and 19-21);
available at https://starw1 ncuc.net/NCUC/ViewFile.aspx?Id=49e59cd5-3de5-4b6e-ac6f-363649d42218.
6
Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 39.

9
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forecasts. Section V evaluates the RM Study, and its assumptions and conclusions, in

2

detail. Section VI evaluates APC’s capacity needs and deficit, combining the results of

3

the load forecast and reserve margin evaluations. Section VII provides recommendations

4

for future resource adequacy studies, Integrated Resource Plans, and related proceedings.

5

III.

REVIEW OF APC’S PEAK LOAD TRENDS AND FORECAST

6

Q: Please briefly describe the Company’s load forecasting.

7

A: The Company forecasts sales for three retail customer classes (Residential, Commercial

8

and Industrial) and for Wholesale customers through 2043 on a monthly basis.7 A

9

separate Peak Demand Model (“PDM”) is used to project the Alabama Power Company

10

future weather-normal summer and winter peak demands. For the B2019 peak load

11

forecast, the Company applied four adjustments to the PDM outputs.8

12

Q: How accurate have the Company’s peak load forecasts been in the past?

13

A: The Company’s peak load forecasts have generally been too high. Figure JFW-2 presents

14

the last five forecasts, along with recent actual and weather-normalized peak loads. The

15

Company’s current (winter) peak load forecast is also shown in Figure JFW-2 (the

16

summer forecast is somewhat lower; as noted above, this testimony focuses on the higher

17

winter forecast that drives capacity needs).

18

Q: Please describe your approach to evaluating peak load forecasts.

19

A: My review of a peak load forecast begins with a review of the actual and weathernormalized recent historical peak loads.

20

7

Ex. JFW-5, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-04 Attachment C
.
Ex. JFW-2, Peak Demand Documentation pp. 1-2 and Table p. 1.

10
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My first questions are always 1) is the forecast reasonably consistent with recent ti·ends in
2

the weather-non nal peaks? an d 2) are there reasons to expect the forecast to deviate

Figure JFW-2: Alabama Power Peak Load Forecasts in Past IRPs
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3

substantially from recent ti-ends at this time?

4

Often a forecast is reasonably consistent with the recent ti·end in the weather-non nal

5

peaks, an d there are no particular reasons to expect future peaks to deviate significantly

6

from the ti·end. In that circumstance, the forecast is likely reasonable. When the forecast

7

deviates from the weather-no1malized ti·end (or should, due to changing conditions), a

8

deeper analysis is needed.

9

Q: What are some of the reasons that a forecast might deviate from recent trends?

11

Public Version
A: The primary reason would be expectations that some of the economic or demographic

1
2

drivers of peak loads will deviate from their trends. For instance, the recession of 2008-

3

2009 caused loads to first decline and then recover. In the years immediately following

4

the recession there was not a clear historical trend, and there was substantial uncertainty

5

about the pace of economic recovery. Another reason could be increasing penetration of

6

more efficient end-use devices. A major change to the customer base, such as the loss of

7

a large customer, would also cause a deviation from trend.
Q: Are there reasons to expect APC’s future peak loads to deviate substantially from
recent trends at this time?

8
9
10

A: While the most recent data provided through discovery is rather stale (May 2018), it does

11

not suggest a substantial deviation from trend over the first few years of the forecast. The

12

economic and demographic drivers of electricity demand (numbers of customers, state

13

economic growth, etc.) have generally been reasonably stable over the past several years

14

and are expected to continue to exhibit similar moderate rates of change, or slightly

15

higher rates, over the coming years,9 which will be offset by increasing efficiency and

16

declining usage per customer. Accordingly, at this time I would expect the Company’s

17

forecasts to be consistent with recent trends. A few years out the Company expects to
, as reflected in the forecasts.

18
19

A. WEATHER-NORMALIZED APC WINTER AND SUMMER PEAK LOADS

20

Q: Please elaborate on why weather-normalized historical peaks are useful.

21

A: The weather-normalized historical peak loads are especially useful because they are
estimates of the peak loads that would have occurred in the past, had the peaks occurred

22

9

Ex. JFW-6, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-04 Attachment E

12
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under typical peak-producing weather (that is, extreme, but not unusually extreme,

2

weather). Thus, the forecast peaks are comparable to the weather-normalized historical

3

peaks; both are intended to reflect loads under typical peak-producing weather.

4

If an effective approach to weather-normalization is applied, the weather-normalized past

5

peaks should reflect and reveal trends due only to trends in economic and demographic

6

drivers. When these drivers are rather steady over time (as they have been in recent

7

years), the weather-normalized peaks should also be quite stable over time and not vary

8

much year to year.
Q: How are historical weather-normalized peak loads typically estimated?

9
10

A: There are many approaches to estimating weather-normalized peak loads, which fall into

11

two broad categories: approaches that start with the actual peak, and estimate how it

12

might have been different, based on typical peak-producing weather, and more complex

13

simulation approaches that use much more load and weather data in the process. A 2014

14

report by Itron, Inc. summarized weather normalization practices based on a survey to

15

which energy forecasters from 135 companies across North America responded.10

16

While there are many approaches both simple and complex, different approaches will

17

generally give very similar results for most years if the approach is reasonably effective

18

at removing the impact of actual weather on the historical peaks.
Q: Did the Company provide documentation of its weather-normalization
methodology?

19
20

10

Itron, Inc., 2013 Weather Normalization Survey, March 2014, available at
http://capabilities.itron.com/efg/Reports/Itron_WeatherNormalizationReport2013.pdf.

13
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A: No. In response to a request for full documentation of the weather-nonnalization
2

methodology, the Company provided only the workpapers. 11 However, the methodology

3

can be discerned from the workpapers.

4

Q: Please describe the Company's weather-normalization methodology.

5

A: The Company 's methodology for weather-no1m alizing peak loads, demonstrated in the

6

workpapers, is quite simple. For the day of the actual winter peak load in each past year

7

(which generally occurs in the hour ending 7 or 8 AM), the minimum temperature on the

8

day is compared to an expected winter peak day minimum temperature of - degrees

9

Fahrenheit (also refe1Ted to as the'

"

12
);

and to the extent the actual

10

minimum temperature was higher (or lower) than - degrees, the actual peak is

11

adjusted upward (or downward) by -

12

For example, if the actual winter peak was -

13

the day was -

14

winter peak), the estimated weather-no1malized peak (what the peak would have been,

15

had the minimum temperature been two degrees colder) would be

MW per degree of difference.
MW and the minimum temperature on

degrees (two degrees milder than the -

degrees expected for the

16

17

The Company's approach for weather-nonnalizing summer peak loads is analogous: an

18

adjustment to the actual peak load is applied based on the deviation of the maximum

19

temperature on the day of the peak from an expected summer peak day maximum

20

temperature of-

21

adjustment. As for the winter adjustment parameter, the summer adjustment was based

11

12

degrees. The approach uses -

Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR- 18.
Ex. JFW-2, Peak Demand Model Documentation, p . 1.

14

MW per degree for the
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on a regression of loads excluding industrial loads to hourly temperatures on high load

2

days in a selection of recent years (

3

(The Company’s temperature data weights the Birmingham, Montgomery and Mobile

4

weather stations 59 percent, 23 percent, and 18 percent, respectively.13 Throughout this

5

section of the testimony, all references to “temperatures” are to the Company’s weighted

6

values, in Fahrenheit. The RM Study, based on the Southern Company system, used

7

temperatures based on a different weighting.)

).

8

Q: Now present the historical APC weather-normalized peak loads.

9

A: Figure JFW-3 shows recent weather-normalized peaks loads, applying the Company’s

13

Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-9.

15
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methodology for estimating weather nonnalized peak loads. The figure shows that six of
2

the past seven winters have had winter weather-nonnalized peaks within a -

W

3

range around -

MW, with one year lower -when the peak occuned on a

4

Sunday) and.

higher. Thus there has been a ve1y flat trend to the winter weather-

5

n01m alized peaks.

7
8

Q: Are these winter weather-normalized peak loads, based on the Company's
methodology, the same as the weather-normalized peaks included in the Company's
2019 Plan and discovery responses?

9

A: No, there are some differences, because the Company did not apply its methodology

6

10

consistently and accurately to all years. Winter weather-no1malized peaks are shown in

11

Figure III-B-1inthe2019 Plan (p. 21) and in an August 2018 presentation to the.

13

provided through discoveiy .15 The workpapers reveal that the Company did not

14

consistently and con ectly apply its weather-nonnalization methodology, and, therefore,

15

there are en ors in a few of the Company's weather-no1malized winter peak values.

16

Q: Please explain the errors in the Company's winter weather-normalization values.

17

A: The Company 's values for most years are calculated con ectly based on the Company's

18

methodology. However, for some years, the values used were based on temperatures

19

other than the daily minimum temperature (this was done for 2014, 2015, and 2018), or

20

the values represent weather-no1malization of loads other than the winter peak load for

21

the year (this was done for 2014, 201 5 and 2017).

14

Ex. JFW-7, CONFIDENTIAL Response to S ien-a DR- 1 1-04 Attachment B,
70.
Ex. JFW-8, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-18 Attac

16
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2

1. For 2014 and 2015 , the Company repo1ted values that were based on hours that were

3

not the peak hours, and these loads were adjusted based on temperatures that were not

4

the daily minimum temperatures (much waimer contemporaneous temperatures were

5

used), which resulted in the much higher values shown in the Company 's documents.

6

These two deviations from the usual methodology ai·e not justified. Using the

7

contemporaneous temperature rather than the daily Ininimum, in addition to being

8

inconsistent with the Company's methodology, is conceptually unsound. As I will

9

show later in this testimony, loads under cold conditions ai·e mainly influenced by

10

temperatures in the preceding hours; the temperature in the same hour has less

11

explanato1y power than the daily minimum temperature, or the temperature in the

12

preceding hour. And only using the contemporaneous temperature applied to hours

13

that were not the peak hours (two deviations from the methodology) resulted in the

14

high weather-no1malized values shown in the 2019 Plan (over -

MW).

15

2. For 2017, the Company weather-no1malized the load in an hour that was not the peak

16

hour, on a day for which the minimum temperature was relatively mild, but loads

17

were high largely due to extreme cold on the prior day. This approach resulted in a

18

much higher weather-no1malization value, as it exploited a weakness in the

19

Company's weather-no1malization approach that does not recognize the impact of

20

cumulative cold weather.

21

3. For 2018, the Company used the average of the daily 1ninimum temperature and the

22

much higher contemporaneous temperature in the hour of the peak load -

23

This results in a much Inilder temperature for the calculation, and a much higher
17
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weather-normalization value than would result from the Company’s formula correctly

2

applied (using the daily minimum temperature).

3

Figures JFW-1 and JFW-3 show winter weather-normalized peak loads based on a

4

consistent application of the Company’s methodology.

5

In addition to these errors and inconsistencies in applying the methodology, the approach

6

to the calculation of the

MW per degree adjustment factor was also flawed.

7
8

Q: How was the
MW per degree adjustment factor used for winter weather
normalization determined?

9

A: This value was determined based on a regression of winter loads for all customers other

10

than industrial customers to temperatures, using temperatures under 25 degrees in

11

January and February of 2010, 2014 and 2015.16 It is questionable that a parameter based

12

on non-industrial loads was applied to adjust all loads, and it is also unclear why only

13

data from these three years was used.

14
15

Q: Please comment on the Company’s approach to summer peak weather
normalization.

16

A: This is again a very simplified approach to weather-normalization. Summer peak loads

17

are affected by cumulative heat over many hours or even days, and also humidity. Also,

18

the daily maximum may occur in an hour after the peak (this occurred on the Company’s

19

summer peak day of 2017). However, the Company has applied this methodology

20

consistently, and it gives reasonably stable results, as shown in the earlier figures.
Q: Are the Company’s methods for weather-normalization sound?

21

16

Ex. JFW-9, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-18 Attachment B
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A: As noted above, there are many approaches to weather-normalization, and any effective

2

approach will give similar values, that will generally reflect a steady trend to the weather-

3

normalized values. The Company’s approach for winter weather normalization, when

4

correctly applied, results in the values shown in the earlier Figures JFW-1 and JFW-3,

5

which exhibit a quite steady trend. While a quite simple approach, it appears to give

6

reasonable values for this time period.

7

By contrast, the Company’s winter weather-normal peak values, with the errors and

8

inconsistencies described above, exhibit large changes year-to year, a pattern that is not

9

to be expected under any reasonable weather-normalization approach.

10
11

Q: Among simple approaches to winter weather-normalization that adjust actual peak
loads, is the winter daily minimum temperature the best weather measure to use?

12

A: No, but it is better than some. I evaluated several measures to determine which seemed

13

to best explain the recent peak loads, using load and temperature data provided by

14

Company. The resulting R-squared (“R2”) values for a linear trend, which measure the

15

goodness-of-fit and explanatory power of the weather measures, are summarized in Table

16

JFW-1.

17
18
19
20
21
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Table JFW-1: Explanatory Power of Alternate Temperature Measures
for Winter Weather Normalization
Weather measure:

R2:

Temperature in the hour of the peak load

0.21

Temperature an hour before the peak load

0.30

Average of temperatures during and one hour before the peak load

0.26

Average of temperatures one and two hours before the peak load

0.35

Daily minimum temperature (APC method)

0.32

Average of temperatures one to eight hours before the peak

0.46

Tests based on January data from 2010 to 2018, hour ending 7 or 8 AM, with load > 11,000 MW.
2

The R2 values shown in Table JFW-1 suggest the following:

3

1. The temperature an hour before the load has more explanatory power than the

4
5

temperature in the hour of the load (R2s 0.30 and 0.21 respectively).
2. An average of the temperatures one and two hours before the load has more

6

explanatory power than the temperature in the hour of the load and one hour before

7

(R2s 0.35 and 0.26 respectively).

8
9
10
11

3. The daily minimum approach is similar to the approaches using one or two hours
before the load (R2s 0.32, 0.30 and 0.35 respectively).
4. A longer term average is likely superior to any of these approaches (an eight hour
average has R2 0.46).

12

As exhibited in the figure above, this approach appears to work reasonably well for the

13

peak loads over the period shown. However, other temperature measures, such as multi-

14

hour averages, may be more predictive of loads under extreme cold conditions. This

20
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analysis suggests that using the daily minimum, or an average of the temperatures one

2

and two hours before the peak, gives a better fit than using the temperature in the hour of

3

the peak.

4

Q: Please summarize your conclusions from this section of your testimony.

5

A: The Company’s winter peak loads have been stable over several years at roughly

6

MW on a weather-normalized basis, and somewhat greater than the summer weather-

7

normalized peaks. Because the various economic and demographic drivers of electricity

8

demands and peak loads have also been stable and are not expected to change

9

substantially, the Company’s peak load forecast should anticipate little or no change to

10

the recent trend.

11

B. THE PEAK DEMAND MODEL FORECAST AND THE COMPANY’S ADJUSTMENTS

12
13

Q: Turning now to the Company’s B2019 peak load forecast, please provide an
overview of how this was prepared.

14

A: As noted earlier, the Company uses the Southern Company’s Peak Demand Model

15

(“PDM”),17 which apparently forecasts monthly peak demands by sector and industrial

16

sub-sector.18 No documentation was provided for PDM, only for adjustments to it.

17

Apparently the PDM operates on the basis of the sector sales forecasts.

18

However, the Company treated the PDM results as only a “foundation” for the B2019

19

forecast. The final forecast reflects “

20

documented in the Peak Demand Documentation (pp. 1-2).

”

17

Ex. JFW-10, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment P –

18

Ex. JFW-11, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment P –

21
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Q: Please present the PDM forecast, before the adjustments are applied.

A: Figure JFW-1 earlier in this testimony showed the PDM forecast along with the recent

2

3

weather-no1m alized values. The figure showed that especially the winter PDM forecast

4

is quite consistent with the trend in the weather-non nalized values.

5
6

Q: Now please describe the adjustments that the Company applied to the PDM forecast
for January and winter peak loads.

7

A: The four adjustments were the following: 19
1. A monthly calibration factor based on a "benchmark analysis".

8

MW for Januaiy

and the winter peaklll MW for August and the summer peak).

9

10

2. A special Januaiy adjustment based on a "top down" calculation .MW).

11

3. An additional conection for a single customer furnace

12

4. An additional -

II MW) .

MW added for 2022 and later yeai·s, that is not documented.20

14

Q: Please describe the analysis that led to t h . MW upward adjustment to winter
peak loads.

15

A: This adjustment was based on a "benchmark" analysis which entailed comparing PDM

13

16

model results to actual hourly results for 2017 on a monthly basis for all sectors other

17

than industrial. The Peak Demand Documentation states that this analysis suggests the

18

PDM model was under-forecasting Januaiy loads b.

19

Company adjusted Januaiy, and thereby the winter peak, forecast values upwai·d by this

20

amount compared to the PDM results.

19
20

Ex. JFW-2, Peak Demand Docmnentation pp. 1-2, and Table p . 1.
Ex. JFW- 12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-05f

l l l ' - lw -2, Peak Demand Docmnentation p. 1.

22

MW.21 As a result, the
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Q: Please comment on this adjustment.
A: This adj ustment is quite arbitnuy an d should not be applied. First, it was based on a

2

3

single year, an d gives quite volatile results; while it suggests the model under-forecasts

4

Janmuy by l l MW, the results for other winter month s ar e ve1y different and suggest

5

over-forecastin~ MW for November . MW for Decembe-

6

Febrnaiy, an - MW for Januaiy 2018.

7

But m ost impo1iant, the adjustment is based on a benchmarking "calibration" th at used

8

all 744 Januaiy hours in the calculation . To evaluate the accuracy of the model for peak

9

load hours, the calibration should have been focused on high load hours. When the

MW for

10

calibration is based upon the 200 highest Januaiy load hours (or any smaller subset; 10,

11

50, 100, 150, etc.) th e adjustment actually changes sign, suggesting that the model is

12

over- rather than under-forecasting Januaiy loads in high load hours.22 In paiiicular, if the

13

benchmarking is perfo1med for the 10 percent highest load hours, the adj ustment is -

14

-

15

Q: Now please describe how the special January adjustment was determined.

16

A: This adj ustment, an additional

II MW added to Januaiy, was based on an ad hoc, back-

17

of-envelope calculation.23 The primaiy calculation is the Company's value for the 2018

18

weather-no1m alized peak , minus the Januaiy peak according to PDM .

19

However, as discussed in an eai·lier section of this testimony, the Company calculated

20

this 2018 weather-no1malized peak value incon ectly, using th e wrong temperature

22

Ex. JFW- 13, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra D R-1 1-01 Attachment P
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measure. When the corrected value for the 2018 winter weather-normalized peak is used

2

in this formula, the adjustment changes sign (from

3

reduction).

MW addition to

4

Q: Please comment on the third adjustment, for a customer’s furnace.

5

A: This adjustment is only

MW

MW. However, it is actually added twice – as a separate

6

adjustment, and it is also included in the special January adjustment (second

7

adjustment).24

8

Q: Now please comment on the last adjustment.

9

A: The fourth adjustment was an addition of

MW in 2021 and

MW in 2022 and

10

all later years. This adjustment is simply added to the other adjustments in a column

11

labeled “Calibration Adjustments needed for PDModel (MW):” no identification or

12

calculation is provided. It is not mentioned in the Peak Demand Documentation nor is

13

any calculation provided, and it may be an error. Even if there is validity to this

14

adjustment, it would not offset the corrected, negative values of the first two adjustments.

15

Therefore, this adjustment should also be rejected.

16
17

Q: Please summarize your conclusions about the Company’s four adjustments to the
PDM model output for winter peak loads.

18

A: These adjustments should be rejected. The first two turn negative when obvious

19

corrections to the methodology are applied. While the third, very small adjustment, and

20

perhaps the fourth, may be justified, in light of the fact that the other two adjustments,

21

when corrected, are negative and larger, I recommend that the results from the PDM

22

model should be used without any adjustments. This is a conservative forecast, because

24

Ex. JFW-14, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment P .
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corrected calculations of the proposed adjustments would suggest lowering, not raising,

2

the PDM results.

3

Q: Please summarize your evaluation of the Company’s peak load forecasts.

4

A: The PDM winter peak forecast is quite consistent with the weather normalized trend (as

5

corrected), and the Company’s adjustments are not warranted. The PDM forecast is a

6

superior forecast. The summer forecast is lower. Because the winter forecast drives the

7

Company’s capacity needs and deficit calculation, the focus in this testimony has been on

8

the winter forecast.

9

IV.

REVIEW OF APC’S ENERGY SALES FORECASTS

10

Q: Please summarize what this section of your testimony will address.

11

A: This section addresses the Company’s sales forecasts by sector. The primary sectors are

12

residential, commercial, industrial (with several industry subsectors) and wholesale.

13

A. RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SECTOR FORECASTS

14
15

Q: Please describe how the Company prepared its forecasts for the residential and
commercial sectors.

16

A: For the residential and commercial sectors, the Company forecasts the number of

17
18

customers and the usage per customer.
Q: Please present the Company’s B2019 Residential forecast.

25
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A: Figure JFW-4 presents the forecast.25 The B2019 forecast anticipates declining

1

2

residential energy use through 2027, and the trend is consistent with recent weather-

3

normalized residential sales values. The B2019 forecast is considerably lower than the

4

prior forecast, and appears reasonable given recent trends.

5

Q: Now present the Company’s B2019 Commercial forecast.

6

25

From CONFIDENTIAL

p. 26 (attached as Ex. JFW-7).

26
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A: Figure JFW-5 presents the forecast.26 The B2019 forecast anticipates declining

1
2

commercial energy use through 2026, and the trend is reasonably consistent with recent

3

weather-normalized sales values. The B2019 forecast is considerably lower than the

4

prior forecast, and appears reasonable given recent trends.

5

26

From CONFIDENTIAL

p. 39 (attached as Ex. JFW-7).
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B. INDUSTRIAL SECTOR FORECASTS

1
2

Q: Please present the industrial sales forecast.

3

A: Figure JFW-6 presents the industrial sales forecast,27 along with historical actual sales

4

(weather-normalized values were not available). Industrial sales are more variable,

5

primarily due to higher sensitivity to economic conditions. The Company sharply raised

6

its forecast compared to the B2018 forecast.

7

Q: Please describe how the Company prepared its forecasts for the industrial sectors.

8

A: The B2019 Load Forecast document (pp. 5-6) describes that the industrial forecast is
prepared “very differently” from the other customer classes – the industrial forecast is

9

27

From CONFIDENTIAL

p. 39 (attached as Ex. JFW-7).
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based on
2

Q: How did the Company determine its forecast based on these -

3

A: The B2019 Load Forecast document (p. 5) states that the Company,.
to detennine which were -

4

,, the

and should be included

5

in its load forecast. However, the Company declined to state the number of customers or

6

percent of the forecasts that were considered not probable and not included, or whether

7

there were any such customers.28

8

Nor did the Company compare aggregate

9

industrial activity. While IHS Markit provides forecasts for Alabama industrial

against forecasts of Alabama

10

production in 18 industrial subsectors29 (a subset of the 21 subsectors for U.S. data) in its

11

regional package,30 the Company states that it did not use this data in evaluating its
31

12

The Company states that its IHS Markit subscription does not

13

include access to this Alabama industrial subsector data, 32 although it did not provide

14

requested details about its subscription. 33 And in response to a request for more recent

15

IHS Markit economic forecasts, the Company provided only versions older than the May

16

2018 version used in the B2019 load forecast. 34

28

Ex. JFW- 12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-Ol g.
The IHS Markit mnemonics for its Alabama industrial subsector forecasts are IPM3 l 4AL.A.FRLS,
IPM313AL.A.FRLS, IPM315AL.A.FRLS, IPM331AL.A.FRLS, IPM322AL.A.FRLS, IPM321AL.A.FRLS,
IPM326AL.A.FRLS, IPM333AL.A.FRLS, IPM334AL.A.FRLS, IPM332AL.A.FRLS, IPM336AL.A.FRLS,
IPM3 l lAL.A.FRLS, IPNRMAL.A.FRLS, IPT22AL.A.FRLS, IPAL.A.FRLS, IPMNONAL.A.FRLS,
IPMFGAL.A.FRLS, and IPMDURAL.A.FRLS.
30
See IHS Markit Regional Service, https://ihsmarkit.com/products/us-industiy-economic-regional-forecasts.html.
31
Ex. JFW- 12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-Ol k.
32
Ex. JFW- 15, Response to SELC DR-3 I-04a.
33
Ex. JFW- 15, Response to SELC DR-3 I-04c.
34
Exs. JFW-16 to JFW-21 , Response to SELC DR-2 I-Ol a Attachments A-F .

29
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Q: Did the customer surveys ask about customers’ plans to become more energy
efficient, or to switch to alternate fuels such as natural gas or renewables?

3

A: No. The industrial customer surveys did not ask about customers’ plans and efforts to

4

improve energy efficiency, or whether there were plans to switch fuels for some

5

processes.35 Such plans would suggest, of course, that a customers’ production might

6

increase while its electricity use declines.

7
8

Q: Does the Company identify any other utilities that prepare their industrial load
forecasts in this manner?

9

A: No. The Company states that it believes there may be other utilities that use customer
survey data directly in preparing their industrial load forecasts, but did not identify any.36

10
11

Q: Please summarize your evaluation of the B2019 industrial sales forecast.

12

A: The Company apparently does not follow a sound process for preparing this forecast. It

13

fails to use available, highly relevant IHS Markit Alabama industrial subsector forecasts,

14

even as a check on its subsector forecasts. Nor does it apparently learn whether

15

customers have plans to increase efficiency or switch fuels.

16

I would like to compare the subsector forecasts to updated forecasts and recent history of

17

Alabama industrial subsector production, but this data is not available. I also note that

18

the B2019 industrial forecast is not very consistent with recent trends.

19

I conclude that the B2019 industrial forecast likely overstates future industrial sales, and

20

the B2018 forecast is likely more reasonable.

21

C. WHOLESALE SECTOR FORECASTS

35

Ex. JFW-12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-01 subparts i, j, f and Ex. JFW-22, CONFIDENTIAL
Response to SELC DR-2 I-01f Attachment H Sample B2019 Industrial Survey.
36
Ex. JFW-12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-01k.
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2

Q: Please describe how the Company prepared its forecasts for its wholesale customer
loads.

3

A:

4
5
6
7

The Company 's forecast reflects

8
9

10

Q: Is it clear that the Company will see this large load reduction i n .?

11

A: No. The Company notes that

•

.37

12

However, the Company states that should it gain this or other wholesale load not included

13

in the 2019 Plan, it will determine at that time whether it will need additional capacity to

14

serve the load.38

15

Q: Please summarize your conclusions with regard to the Company's sales forecasts.

16

A: The residential, commercial, an d wholesale forecasts seem reasonable and I have not

17

identified any issues with these forecasts. The industrial forecast was based on a

18

questionable approach and failed to use available and highly relevant info1m ation. The

19

B2019 industrial forecast appears too high; the B2018 forecast appears more reasonable.

37
38

Ex. JFW- 12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-02b.
Ex. JFW- 12, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-2 I-02c.
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Q: What are the implications of these conclusions for the PDM forecast?

2

A: These conclusions (that the sales forecasts generally appear reasonable, except for the

3

industrial forecast that may be too high), suggest that the PDM results are conservative; if

4

a lower industrial sales forecast were used, the PDM results would be lower.

5

V.

REVIEW OF APC’S RESERVE MARGINS AND RM STUDY

6

Q: Please summarize the topics this section of your testimony will cover.

7

A: This section addresses the RM Study and the key reserve margin and seasonal results that

8

flow from it. The first subsection discusses the changes that have led the Company to

9

give increased attention to winter resource adequacy. The next subsection introduces the

10

RM Study and its results. The third subsection addresses the risk-adjusted “economic

11

optimum” reserve margin, and explains why this analysis should be ignored, and why

12

instead, the reliability-based reserve margin analysis should be the focus. The fourth

13

subsection discusses the reliability-based reserve margin analysis, and explains the

14

assumptions that lead to overstating the required reserve margins. The fifth subsection

15

explains additional assumptions that overstate winter reliability risk and reserve margins

16

in particular.

17

A. WINTER RESOURCE ADEQUACY RISKS AND SEASONAL PLANNING

18
19
20

Q: The Company notes (2019 Plan p. 2) that its capacity planning decisions have
always been summer focused, but it is now adopting “seasonal planning.” Why this
change?

21

A: The 2019 Plan notes (p. 2) that historically, the Company has only produced a summer-

22

focused Target Reserve Margin. However, the 2019 Plan (pp. 24-25) and RM Study (pp.

23

A.4 to A.16) state that winter reliability risk is increasing, and identify six drivers of this

24

shift.

25

Q: Please summarize these drivers of the alleged increase in winter risk.
32
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A: The six drivers are as follows:

2

1. Narrowing of the difference in summer and winter weather-normal peak loads;

3

2. Higher volatility of winter peak demands;

4

3. Cold weather-related unit outages;

5

4. Higher penetration of solar resources;

6

5. Increased reliance on natural gas; and

7

6. Concerns about the availability of market purchases.

8

Q: Please comment on these drivers.

9

A: Taken together, there are changing conditions that call for increased attention to winter

10

resource adequacy. The first two drivers are essentially the same: Concerns about very

11

high winter loads under conditions of extreme cold. The fourth driver – higher

12

penetration of solar resources – does not by itself increase winter risk. However, as

13

resources whose availability varies by season are added, attention must be given to

14

maintaining adequate resources in all seasons.

15

The third driver, generation performance, is questionable, as APC and other utilities are

16

taking actions to improve winter plant performance, and winter capacity ratings are

17

generally higher than summer ratings.

18

Increased reliance on natural gas (the fifth driver) could increase winter risk in some

19

regions if some power plants do not have sufficiently firm fuel arrangements. And the

20

sixth driver, reduced availability of market purchases during extreme winter conditions,

21

would also increase winter risk.

33
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Q: The Company has adopted “seasonal planning;” but hasn’t the Company always
planned its system to be reliable during all seasons of the year?

3

A: Yes. However, in the past that did not require much attention to winter resource

4

adequacy. As for many other historically summer-peaking utilities around the country,

5

planning to meet summer capacity needs historically would ensure that there would be

6

sufficient capacity in winter.

7

Q: What seasonal reserve margins is the Company now using?

8

A: The Company has established separate summer and winter reserve margin targets; the

9

recommended values are 14.89% and 25.25%, respectively, with somewhat lower values

10

in the “short term” (to 2021). The Company would plan its system consistent with these

11

reserve margins over time. These reserve margins are somewhat lower than the

12

corresponding Southern Company system reserve margins identified in the RM Study

13

(16.25 and 26 percent), due to diversity between the operating companies.

14

Q: Please comment on the Company’s seasonal planning.

15

A: It is of course appropriate for the Company to evaluate resource adequacy during all

16

times of the year, and to plan its system to have an appropriate amount of capacity during

17

all times of year in the interests of its customers. However, as will be explained in the

18

following sections, the RM Study substantially overstates risk, and especially winter risk,

19

leading to substantially overstated reserve margins and capacity needs.

20

B. RESERVE MARGIN STUDY: OVERVIEW AND RESULTS

21

Q: Turning now to the RM Study, please describe the analysis documented therein.

22

A: The RM Study documents a probabilistic simulation of the Southern Company System

23

loads and resources to determine capacity needs and the associated reserve margins

24

according to two metrics:
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3

1. Reliability metric: A resource adequacy criterion of one expected loss of load event
per ten years.
2. Economic metric: The RM Study also attempts to simulate the various costs resulting

4

from the various load and resource scenarios, including scenarios that result in very

5

high costs or firm load curtailment, to estimate an “economic optimum reserve

6

margin”, or EORM.

7

The analysis uses the SERVM model, and simulates the anticipated 2025 System loads,

8

resource mix, and other conditions. Based on the simulation and the resulting reliability

9

and economic metrics, the RM Study recommends a target capacity quantity, which is

10

expressed in two ways: as a reserve margin over the forecast System weather-normal

11

summer peak load, and as a reserve margin over the forecast System weather-normal

12

winter peak load. The RM Study also recommends Capacity Worth Factors (p. B-1),

13

representing the relative value of capacity according to the simulation during different

14

hours and seasons of the year.

15
16

Q: Please summarize the RM Study’s results and recommendations regarding capacity
needs and reserve margins.

17

A: Table JFW-2 summarizes the RM Study results and recommendations with regard to

18

capacity needs and reserve margins under the various metrics. The results under the

19

reliability metric and under a risk-adjusted variant of the EORM (economic metric) were

20

similar, and the recommended capacity quantity and corresponding reserve margins

21

reflect these results.
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Table JFW-2: RM Study Reserve Margin Results
Metric

Simulation Results Under Each Metric
Summer
reserve margin

Winter
reserve margin

RM Study recommendation

16.25%

26.00%

Reliability-based (“1 in 10”)

16.25%

25.25%

EORM

15.25%

22.50%

EORM, remove winter risk

14.0%

n.a.

Risk-adjusted EORM

26.0%

Sources: RM Study pp. iv-xiii. Recommended reserve margin values are long-term reserve
margins; recommended short-term reserve margins are 0.5% lower.
1
2

C. THE RECOMMENDED RESERVE MARGINS ARE SUBSTANTIALLY OVERSTATED

3
4

Q: Please explain the concept of the “Economic Optimum Reserve Margin,” or EORM.

5

A: The RM Study performs a probabilistic simulation that attempts to estimate the costs

6

associated with a wide range of load and resource scenarios, including scenarios that

7

result in very high costs or firm load curtailment. In addition to the production costs of

8

energy, under each scenario there can be what the RM Study calls “Reliability Costs,”

9

including the cost of emergency purchases, demand response calls, and/or firm load

10

drop.39 The trade-off between the cost of the additional generating capacity to achieve a

11

higher planning reserve margin, and the costs that result from tight capacity situations

12

that are more likely under lower reserve margins, leads to the U-shaped curves shown in

39

RM Study p. iv.
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the RM Study. This “Over/Under” economic approach to capacity planning has been

2

used for many years.40

3

The RM Study recommends selecting, not the cost-minimizing EORM, but a higher,

4

more costly reserve level, based on a risk adjustment (Value at Risk, or “VaR”).

5

Q: Please summarize your evaluation of the risk-adjusted EORM.

6

A: With regard to the risk-adjusted EORM, my evaluation leads to the following

7

conclusions:

8

1. The VaR adjustment is inappropriate and should not be applied. For this analysis,
customers should be assumed risk-neutral with respect to the so-called reliability

9

costs.

10

2. Other assumptions used in this analysis tend to overstate the reliability costs and lead

11

to a higher than necessary EORM.

12

3. Removing the VaR adjustment or correcting overly conservative assumptions results

13
14

in an EORM lower than the reserve margin based on the reliability analysis (that is,

15

based upon the “one day in ten years” criterion; discussed below).

16

Accordingly, the economic analysis and EORMs can be ignored, and the focus of this

17

testimony will be on the reliability analysis.

18

Q: Please explain why the VaR adjustment should not be applied.

19

A: The VaR adjustment is based on the concept that customers should be willing to incur
higher costs over the long term on average, in order to reduce the magnitude of high costs

20

40

See, for instance, Decision Focus Incorporated, Costs and Benefits of Over/Under Capacity in Electric Power
System Planning, EPRI EA-927, Project 1107, October 1978 (documents the Over/Under model and some case study
applications).
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under the most unfortunate scenarios, should they ever occur. However, the RM Study, in

2

addition to exaggerating costs under the highest cost scenarios, also fails to account fully

3

for the positive, indirect impacts of the high costs that occur under somewhat lower

4

reserve margins.

5

Under the highest-cost scenarios, the very high costs are primarily a result of
.41 The cost of unserved energy is

6
7

overstated, as will be discussed below. The import cost is dollars paid to purchase

8

supplies from resources off the Companies’ system when the Company’s loads exceed its

9

production. But the dollars paid for such imports go to utilities, public power entities,

10

merchant power plant owners, or other entities in neighboring regions.42 If the dollars

11

flow to a utility or public power entity, it is likely that the amounts in excess of

12

production cost reduce the utility’s customers’ bills, which would benefit those

13

customers. If the Company’s customers and the neighboring utility’s customers were to

14

sit down and discuss such assistance, recognizing the benefits that flow to customers

15

when there are such high-cost imports, they would recognize that their costs are jointly

16

minimized at somewhat lower reserve margins than if such benefits are ignored.43

17

The import dollars might also go to a merchant generator. In this case, the dollars will

18

also encourage merchant power plant owners to maintain resources, and to develop

41

Exs. JFW-23 and JFW-24, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-4 Attachments A, B.
Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-30.
43
A more extensive critique of this aspect of the economic optimum reserve margin analysis typically performed
with the SERVM model is contained in my peer review at the request of the Eastern Interconnection States’ Planning
Council of a resource adequacy study prepared by Astrape Consulting. See Wilson, James F., Comments on “The
Economic Ramifications of Resource Adequacy Whitepaper”, March 24, 2013, available at
http://wilsonenec.com/dev/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Wilson-comments-on-Astrape-EISPC-Whitepaper-March24-2013-r.pdf.
42
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additional resources, in order to be able to take advantage of such sales opportunities in

2

the future. This additional merchant capacity will benefit the Company’s customers at no

3

cost to them.

4

In addition, the high costs will provide incentives for other types of resources and

5

demand response capability, including price-responsive demand, that may not be

6

sufficiently encouraged or deployed if such episodes of high prices occur less often. This

7

will further draw forth resources and resource flexibility, increasing efficiency and

8

providing indirect benefits to customers.

9

In light of these various benefits from episodes of high prices, customers should be

10

assumed risk-neutral with respect to such episodes, not risk averse.

11

Q: What are the summer and winter EORMs, without the VaR adjustment?

12

A: The EORMs without this adjustment, shown in Table JFW-2 above, are 15.25% summer

13

reserve margin and 22.5% winter reserve margin (RM Study, pp. iv-v).

14

Q: Please identify the assumptions that lead to overstating the EORM.

15

A: A number of the assumptions appear very conservative, such as the availability of

16

assistance from off-system, the cost of imports and emergency purchases, the assumed

17

operating reserves under all conditions, and the demand response assumptions. However,

18

perhaps the most doubtful is the assumed cost of unserved energy (Value of Lost Load, or

19

“VOLL”). This is the “price” assigned to KWh that are unserved (load drop) when

20

demand exceeds available supply in an hour.

21

Q: Please elaborate on the RM Study’s VOLL assumptions.
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A: The RM Study used

1

/MWh and

/MWh for VOLL for the summer and

2

winter periods, respectively.44 These values were based on a 2011 survey of Georgia

3

Power Company and Mississippi Power Company customers,45 and averaging over all

4

customer groups based on “recent relative weighting of customers” in each class.46

5

These values are extremely high. For example, these values are

6

than the analogous parameter used in the Texas wholesale market design (ERCOT uses

7

$9,000/MWh). Under the Texas “energy only” wholesale market design, there is no

8

integrated resource planning or capacity market. ERCOT’s $9,000/MWh value was

9

chosen as a deliberately high value, to provide scarcity rents to encourage merchant

times higher

10

investment in new capacity.

11

The RM Study includes a sensitivity analysis using

12

outage (p. 57), based on the assumption that outages would be imposed on the customers

13

who experience the lowest cost (residential customers). This lowers the winter EORM

14

reserve margin from the 22.5% level to 20.5%. This is a much more reasonable VOLL

15

assumption than the high values used in the RM Study.

/MWh for the cost of an

16
17

Q: Turning now to the RM Study’s reliability analysis, please describe how this
analysis was done.

18

A: This analysis uses the same model and assumptions as the economic analysis, but focuses

19

on identifying the reserve margin that satisfies the standard “one day [one event] in ten

20

years” resource adequacy criterion, equivalent to a Loss of Load Expectation (“LOLE”)

44

RM Study p. 33.
Ex. JFW-25, Freeman, Sullivan & Co., Southern Company’s 2012 Expected Unserved Energy Cost, June 2012,
CONFIDENTIAL response to SELC DR-1 DPR 38 Attachment (“Freeman, Sullivan Survey”).
46
RM Study p. 33.
45
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of 0.1 events per year. For this analysis, prices and costs (including VOLL and import

2

costs) are not relevant.

3
4

Q: Please summarize the RM Study assumptions that overstate the reserve margin to
satisfy LOLE = 0.1.

5

A: As noted above, a number of the assumptions appear very conservative, such as the

6

availability of imports, emergency purchases, operating reserves, and demand response.

7

However, this section will focus on just one: The economic load forecast uncertainty

8

assumption. Other assumptions that have a greater impact on winter resource adequacy

9

are discussed in the next subsection.

10
11

Q: First, please elaborate on how conservative assumptions overstate the reserve
margin to satisfy LOLE = 0.1.

12

A: This is a generic problem with probabilistic studies such as SERVM performs: while the

13

model purports to perform a probabilistic analysis and to calculate a probabilistic result

14

(LOLE), most of the model assumptions are not represented probabilistically. Typically,

15

these assumptions are also not set to mean or most likely values, but instead to very

16

conservative values, consistent with long-standing practices for planning exercises.

17

However, as a result of such conservative assumptions, the LOLE result is conditional on

18

these assumptions, and higher than it would be under a more fully probabilistic analysis,

19

or if more likely values were used for these assumptions. But this fact is rarely

20

acknowledged – the LOLE results, and resulting reserve margins to satisfy a resource

21

adequacy criterion – are typically presented as unconditional results.

22

To take a simple example: suppose a study reports LOLE = 0.1, but has also made an

23

assumption about, say, the availability of merchant power that is roughly at the 10% level

24

(the availability of merchant power is 90% likely to exceed the assumed value). Then the
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true unconditional LOLE, if merchant power were modeled probabilistically, would be

2

much lower, perhaps as low as 0.01 (one day in 100 years), 0.1 times 0.1.

3

Q: Please describe the purpose of the load forecast uncertainty assumption.

4

A: The RM Study simulates weather-related variations in load through the use of multiple

5

weather years and load shapes. The load forecast uncertainty assumption is intended to

6

reflect the additional uncertainty about the accuracy of the load forecast and risk of

7

under-forecasting, should the economy grow much faster than expected. The rationale is

8

that it can take years to build a new power plant, so the planning horizon has to operate

9

on a years-forward basis. The RM Study includes load forecast uncertainty intended to
reflect the potential error in a

10

-forward load forecast.47

11

Q: Please summarize your evaluation of the load forecast uncertainty assumptions.

12

A: While it is appropriate to reflect some economic load forecast uncertainty in such a

13

planning model, the Company’s adopted load forecast uncertainty assumptions are

14

inappropriate and substantially inflate the reserve margins. There are two fundamental

15

problems. First, it is not appropriate to reflect

16

SERVM, because this model is unable to also simulate utility and market reactions to

17

unexpected load growth. Second, the load forecast uncertainty values used greatly

18

overstate the risk of substantially under-forecasting load.

19
20

Q: Please elaborate on why it is not appropriate to represent
uncertainty in the SERVM model.

21

A: It can be appropriate to represent multiple years of economic forecast uncertainty in a

22

sophisticated model that is able to internally simulate supply-side and demand-side

47

RM Study p. 10.
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years of economic load uncertainty in

years of economic
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adjustments over time as the load forecast and other resources change over time. For
2

instance, the Electric Power Research Institute 's Over/Under capacity planning model,

3

mentioned earlier, had this capability to simulate contingent decisions. Planning reserve

4

margins for future years are smaller if it is recognized that supply plans can and would be

5

adjusted over time if load grows faster than expected.

6

However, the SERVM model that was used in the RM Study does not have the capability

7

to represent such contingent decisions. To simulate multi-year load forecast unce1iainty,

8

but not the actions that a utility and the market would take over time as such unce1iainty

9

resolves, is a flawed methodology that biases the result toward higher planning reserve

10

margms.

11

If load grows faster than expected, the Company (and customers and other market

12

paiiicipants too) would have time to adjust their plans if the load growth raises concern

13

about resource adequacy. To name a few potential actions, the development of some new

14

resources might be accelerated; demand response or energy efficiency programs could be

15

increased; a planned retirement could be delayed; fnm purchases from adjacent regions

16

could be increased; or wholesale sales contracts could be allowed to expire. The RM

17

Study essentially assumes the reserve margin and resource plan must be chosen l l

18

yeai·s in advance, and then remain frozen even if load growth is much stronger than

19

expected yeai· after year. This is not realistic. Assuming load can rise shai-ply due to

20

multi-yeai· forecast en or, but no adjustments to the resource mix can be made over

21

yeai·s, is unrealistic and biases the planning reserve mai·gin upwai·d.

22
23

II

Q: Now please describe how the RM Study's load forecast uncertainty assumptions
were developed.
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A: The approach began with historical forecasts from . t hrough .
for

2

of

II years into the future, an d the en ors in these

3

forecasts.48 These

4

analysis suggesting th at historically, th ere has been - load growth for each

5

-

6

with a six-point probability distribution .

·

1%.

forecast en ors were multiplied by. based on an

The resulting estimated load forecast en ors were then combined and summarized

7

Q: Please present the load forecast uncertainty distribution used in the RM Study.

8

A: The load forecast en or disti·ibution is shown in Table JFW-3 (from RM Study Table I.3,
p. 10).

9

Table JFW-3: Load Forecast Uncertainty Distribution
Load Forecast Eirnr
( <O = underforecast)

Scenario

Probability

1
2
3

4
5

6
10
11

Q: Please comment on this load forecast uncertainty distribution.

12

A: This disti-ibution greatly exaggerates the risk of substantially under-forecasting peak

13

loads. The important values ar e th ose suggesting under-forecasting; the risk of over-

14

forecasting load does not jeopar dize resom ce adequacy or influence reserve margins. The

15

RM Study assigns a substantial probability to loads being almos-

48

RM Study p . 10.
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than the forecast level; and this

percentage increase in load is applied to loads under

2

all weather conditions, including the very high loads under the most extreme weather

3

conditions.

4

Q: Is this a sound approach to developing an assumption for load forecast uncertainty?

5

A: No. First, there is no rationale for basing the load forecast error distribution on

6

forecast errors. Loads in Alabama and the Southeast are mainly driven by more local

7

economic and demographic changes, so more relevant data should have been used.

8

Second, even accepting use of this data to develop the load forecast uncertainty

9

distribution, the probability distribution used in the modeling misrepresents the

10

underlying data. For example, the distribution, as shown in Table JFW-3 above, assigns

11

over

12

the data the distribution was purportedly based upon, the frequency of such under-

13

forecasting was less than

14

It is also worth noting that economic forecasters now expect much lower

probability to under-forecast scenarios of

percent or greater. However, in

percent.49

than occurred over the period represented in this data, which further shrinks the

15
16

likelihood of large under-forecasting errors. Until about 2006, the Federal Reserve Bank

17

of Philadelphia’s biannual Livingston Survey of approximately 25 economic forecasters

18

reflected median expectations of

19

median expectation has been only

, but in recent years the
per year.

Q: What would be a more reasonable assumption to use for load forecast uncertainty?

20

49

Ex. JFW-26, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-4 Attachment E-

45
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A: First, it would be more reasonable to model one year of load forecast uncertainty, in light

2

of the fact that the SERVM model cannot simulate actions in response to unexpected load

3

growth, as explained above. As one example, this is the approach taken by PJM in its

4

resource adequacy modeling.50 Second, the load forecast uncertainty assumptions should

5

be developed based on more relevant data; either electricity load forecast errors, or local

6

economic variables.

7
8

Q: What impact would more reasonable load forecast uncertainty assumptions have on
the reserve margins?

9

A: This cannot be determined precisely without re-running SERVM, but some indication is

10

available. The RM Study includes a sensitivity analysis based upon the same doubtfully

11

relevant data

12

the data, but basing the distribution on one year of forecast uncertainty.51 This reduces the

13

winter EORM reserve margin by 0.5%. This approach still overstates the risk of

14

substantial under-forecast errors, and the impact on the reliability study results may be

15

different than the impact on the EORM.

16
17

D. THE RESERVE MARGIN STUDY SUBSTANTIALLY OVERSTATES WINTER
RELIABILITY RISK

forecast errors), and again using a distribution that misrepresents

18
19
20

Q: Turning now to winter reliability risk, in your summary you stated that there were
additional RM Study assumptions that overstate winter risk in particular. Please
identify these assumptions.

21

A: The main RM Study assumptions that overstate winter reliability risk and drive the winter
reserve margins higher are the following:

22

50

See, for instance, PJM, 2019 PJM Reserve Requirements Study, p. 24 (explaining that in light of the ability to
acquire additional capacity closer to a delivery year, a forecast error factor representing one year of forecast error is
used).
51
RM Study, pp. 60-61; Ex. JFW-27, CONFIDENTIAL response to SELC DR-1 DPR-32 Short LFE.
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1. Use of winter load shapes that overstate the impact of extreme cold on load levels;

2

2. Use of weather data back to 1962 (RM Study p. 1); the earlier decades exhibited a

3

much greater frequency of extreme cold than has been experienced in recent decades,

4

which further exaggerates the potential frequency of the most extreme loads;

5
6
7
8
9

3. Exaggerated assumptions about the increase in power plant outages under extreme
cold conditions; and
4. The load forecast uncertainty assumptions, described above, that are applied as
percentages, even to the highest winter peak loads.
There are other questionable assumptions that also tend to overstate winter risk, including

10

the planned outages during the winter peak, availability of merchant power, demand

11

response assumptions, operating reserve assumptions, and natural gas availability.

12

However, this section will focus on the assumptions noted above.

13

Q: Please describe how the RM Study represented the likelihood of extreme peak loads.

14

A: The assumptions are summarized graphically in RM Study Figure A.4, reproduced here

15

as Figure JFW-7, which shows the full probability distributions of summer and winter

16

peak loads as represented in the model. This figure suggests that while the very highest

17

summer peak loads can be as much as 6.6% above the forecast summer peak, the very

18

highest winter peak loads in the RM Study can be 41,000 MW, or 22% above the forecast

19

winter peak. The figure also suggests a considerable likelihood that the most extreme

20

load will occur in winter rather than in summer.
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Figure JFW-7: RM Study Figure A. 4. Distribution of Modeled Summer and Winter Peak
Loads

29

· 14.4

n
>S
1000

Percentile
-

Winter -

-

Summer

Figure JFW-8 presents the same data (from the workpapers 52), focusing on the high end
of th e disti·ibutions, and showing summer an d winter on the same percentage axis.

2

3
4

Q: Does Southern Company historical load data suggest that the winter peak loads can
be as high as suggested in RM Study Figure A.4?

5

No. The System 's highest ever winter load was on the ve1y exti·eme Polar Vo1i ex day in

6

2014, but in these graphs 2014 shows up only at 107.7% of forecast, far below th e 122%

7

maximum value. By conti·ast, the System 's highest summer load was over 37,000 MW,

8

much closer to the maximum summer load used in the model.

52

Ex. JFW-28, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sien-a DR- 1 DPR-13 Attachment A
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12% of the winter peaks modeled in the RM Study are more extreme than the Polar
2

Vortex peak. These more exti·eme peaks are fabricated using Peak Load Adjustment

3

Factors ("PLAFs") based on the Polar Vortex, as explained in detail below, with the

4

PLAFs assigned to exti·eme temperatures that have not been seen for decades. Of th e

5

12% of th e peaks more exti·eme than 2014 in the RM Study, all but 1% are based on

6

PLAFs assigned to temperatures during 1962-1985.

7

On the APC system, th e highest winter peak load ever experienced was also on th e 2014

8

Polar Vortex dayl

9

-

53

which is only 103% of APC's forecast 2023 winter peak

MW). 53 But according to th e RM Study, there is a 25% likelihood of winter peak

Ex. JFW-29, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR- 1 DPR-09 Attachment A
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loads more than 103% of the forecast, a 10% chance of winter peak loads 11% above the

2

forecast, and a five percent chance of winter peak loads 15% above the forecast, all levels

3

never experienced before. It is these extreme assumptions that lead to the enormous

4

winter reserve margin recommended by the RM Study and adopted by the Company.

5
6

Q: Does the historical load data suggest that the highest System loads are more likely to
occur in winter rather than in summer, as suggested in these figures?

7

A: No. Over 2010 to 2015, there were 66 hours with summer loads over

MW, but

8

only nine such winter hours.54

9

Similarly, on the APC system there were 21 winter days over 2010 to 2018 with loads

10

over

, but 85 such summer days. While the very highest loads occurred on a

11

few recent winter days, overall, the majority of the Company’s highest load hours are in

12

summer.

13
14

Q: How does the extreme range of winter peak loads shown in RM Study Figure A.4
compare to other estimates of extreme winter peak loads?

15

A: On the PJM system, representing a colder climate, the chance of a winter peak 10% or
more over the forecast is considered to be about 2.5 percent.55

16

54

Ex. JFW-30, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-27 Attachment C
.
PJM, 2020 Preliminary PJM Load Forecast, December 3, 2019 Load Analysis Subcommittee Meeting Item 4,
available at https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/subcommittees/las/20191203/20191203-item-042020-preliminary-pjm-load-forecast.ashx.

55
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Figure JFW-9: Ratio of Winter 90-10 Extreme Load
to Winter 50-50 Forecast Load, PJM Zones (2018/2019)
120%
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Source: PJM, PJMLoadFarecastReport,
January, 2019, Tables8-2and 0-2.
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Figure JFW-9 presents the ratio of the forecast winter "extreme" (90-10) peak load to the
2

winter weath er non nal or 50-50 peak load, for zones included in PJM's annual load

3

forecast repo1i . The winter extreme or 90-10 peak is the level that should only be seen

4

once per decade on average, while the weather n01m al or 50-50 is the winter peak load

5

level that should be reached roughly eve1y other year.

6

For most zones, the ratio of the 90-10 to the weather n01m al peak is in the 102% to 106%

7

range (it is higher for th e ve1y small and winter-peaking Eastern Kentucky Power

8

Cooperative, or EKPC, zone). By contrast, Figure JFW-8 shows that the 90th percentile

9

in the RM Study is at 11 1% of forecast, and the 9 5th percentile is 115% of forecas t.

10

How high loads might go under extrem e hot or cold conditions will of course be a ve1y

11

critical assumption in any resource adequacy study. And the load forecast unce1iainty
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assumption, discussed above, will be applied to these load shapes, which further

2

increases these peaks by

3

loads, under one load forecast uncertainty scenario. Simulating the possibility of such

4

high winter loads leads to high estimated winter reserve margins and associated capacity

5

needs well in excess of the forecast amount.

percent, or over

additional MW for the highest

6
7

Q: Has the Company conducted or consulted any studies to understand the relationship
between weather conditions and loads under extreme cold conditions?

8

A: Apparently not. In response to a data request, the Company refers only to regression of
load to temperature.56

9
10
11

Q: How were these load shapes used in the RM Study, that show such extreme winter
peak loads, developed?

12

A: The RM Study states (p. 2) that a model that employs a “neural net” approach was used

13

to establish the relationship between weather and load. However, this model was only

14

used to determine the loads associated with temperatures between about 20 degrees and

15

94 degrees57 -- the loads associated with extreme cold and hot conditions, which are the

16

loads that really matter in a reserve margin study, were instead determined using “Peak

17

Load Adjustment Factors” (“PLAFs”) prepared according to a separate process.

18

(Throughout this section of testimony on the RM Study, the temperatures are the

19

weighted averages used in the RM Study of weather stations across the Southern

20

Company system).
Q: Please explain how the PLAFs were calculated.

21

56

Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-13, referring to Ex. JFW-31, CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-01
Attachment O (Staff’s Second Data Request Q1 and Q2) and Ex. JFW-9, CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-18
Attachment B (load-temperature regressions).
57
Ex. JFW-32, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-27 Attachment D
.
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A: The PLAFs were calculated according to a multi-step process that was only revealed

2

recently through discovery.58 The process, as applicable to winter peak loads, entails selecting

3

January data for only one year (January 2014, the polar vortex month), and calculating the PLAF

4

as a MW/degree value based on the peak hour of the month (January 7, 2014, 7 AM). The PLAF

5

is calculated as the ratio of the difference between the actual peak load minus a load value

6

associated with the “cutoff” temperature of 21.3 degrees, to the difference between the actual

7

temperature in this hour (9.7 degrees) and the cutoff temperature. Then this PLAF (406.6

8

MW/degree) is used to set load levels for all hours with temperatures below the cutoff

9

temperature:59

10

“…

11

4. At the peak hour of the month, calculate a MW/degree adjustment factor based on

12

the difference between (i) the value predicted by the neural net and the actual load

13

in that hour and (ii) the difference between the cutoff temperature and the actual

14

temperature in that hour.

15

5. Apply the adjustment factor to recalculate every hour of the test year that is below

16

(or above) the cutoff temperature.

17

…”

18
19

Q: Please comment on this approach to associating loads to hours with extreme
temperatures.

20

A: This is a surprisingly poor way to determine the critical loads associated with extreme

21

temperatures.

22

1. First, it uses so little data – To set the PLAF applicable to all January hours (which

23

determine winter peak loads), only one month of data is used (January 2014), and

24

ultimately only one load value is used (for January 7, 7 AM) to set the PLAF

58
59

Ex. JFW-15, Response to SELC DR-3 I-02b.
Ex. JFW-15, Response to SELC DR-3 I-02b.
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applicable to all January peaks in all 54 weather years, 1962 to 2015. The

2

workpapers show that, as we might suspect, had the actual load or temperature in this

3

hour been somewhat different, or had another hour been the peak, the PLAF would

4

have been much lower or higher.

5

2. Second, the formula is based on the concept that load is driven by the

6

contemporaneous temperature, which was shown to be invalid in an earlier section of

7

this testimony. Table 1 showed that compared to an R2 goodness-of-fit value of only

8

0.21 for the contemporaneous temperature, the daily minimum, or the average of the

9

temperatures one and two hours earlier, have R2 0.32 or higher.

10

3. Third, the PLAF is used as a constant MW/degree factor applicable to all

11

temperatures under twenty degrees. Thus, it calls for adding 406.6 MW for one

12

degree below 21.3 degrees, over 4,000 MW for temperatures 10 degrees lower, and

13

for the lowest temperatures in the RM Study data set (-3 degrees), the total PLAF

14

adjustment would apparently be over 7,300 MW.

15
16

Q: Has this neural net approach been used in other regions to associate loads to the
most extreme temperatures?

17

A: I have not researched whether this approach has been used elsewhere, but I do know one

18

region where the neural net approach was used, but again only for a broad range of

19

moderate temperatures. Similar reserve margin studies were used in recent years for the

20

Integrated Resource Plans for Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress (“Duke

21

Companies”) in North Carolina. While the neural net approach was used to establish the

22

relationship between temperature and load for most temperatures, for the lowest

23

temperatures, a regression approach was used instead.
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3

Q: You have explained that the RM Study applied a flawed approach using PLAFs to
associate loads with extreme temperatures. Now please describe the range of
temperatures modeled in the RM Study.

4

A: The data set used in the RM Study included many instances of very extreme cold that

5

have not been seen, or only rarely, for decades (data through 2015 was used; data through

6

2016 was provided through discovery). This calls into question how likely such extreme

7

cold really is going forward. In particular:60

8

1. The full 1962 to 2015 data set includes 232 hours with temperatures under 13
degrees, while such cold occurred in only thirteen hours since 1997 (of which six

9

occurred on a single day, the infamous Polar Vortex date, January 7, 2014).

10

2. The full data set includes 98 hours with temperatures under 9 degrees. There has not

11

been such a temperature since 1996.

12
13

3. The full data set exhibits 50 instances of temperatures below 6 degrees, but all were

14

in the 1962 to 1985 time frame; no such temperature has been experienced since

15

1985.
4. The full data set includes 12 instances below 2 degrees, and the lowest temperature is

16

minus 2.77 degrees.

17
18
19
20

Q: Is applying a fixed MW/degree adjustment factor (the PLAF) a reasonable
approach to assigning loads to the lowest temperatures, for which there is little or
no data?

21

A: No, a linear relationship across a broad temperature range would not be accurate. At the

22

lowest temperatures, the impact of incremental cold on load is reduced. This is logical;

23

once conditions are extremely cold, customers have turned on everything they can to

60

Ex. JFW-32, CONFIDENTIAL Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-27 Attachment D
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keep warm, and if temperatures fall further, there are few if any additional space heating

2

appliances that can be engaged. Furthermore, when the most extreme cold conditions are

3

forecasted, some schools, offices, and other commercial establishments are likely to

4

remain closed or to open late, further reducing the impact of incremental extreme cold on

5

the aggregate load. In my report earlier this year regarding the Duke Energy companies,

6

mentioned above, I found that the incremental impact of extreme cold on load levels is

7

much reduced at the lowest temperatures.61
Q: Please summarize your conclusions with regard to the representation of winter
loads under extreme cold conditions in the RM Study.

8
9

A: The RM Study has greatly exaggerated the likely frequency and magnitude of extreme

10
11

winter peak loads, by 1) using a data set back to 1962, which reflects a relatively high

12

frequency of extreme temperatures in the early years that have not been seen at all, or

13

only rarely, in recent decades; 2) projecting onto those extreme temperatures extremely

14

high loads based on a flawed approach using PLAFs; and 3) further inflating winter peak

15

loads by application of an excessive estimate of load forecast uncertainty. Further

16

analysis would be needed to prepare more accurate assumptions for the frequency and

17

magnitude of loads under future extreme cold conditions. However, I conclude that the

18

RM Study has overstated the high loads that drive results in a resource adequacy study by

19

at least five percent.

61

Wilson, James F., Review and Evaluation of Resource Adequacy and Solar Capacity Value Issues with regard to
the Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress 2018 Integrated Resource Plans and Avoided Cost Filing,
Attachment 4 to the Initial Comments of Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, Sierra Club, and Natural Resources
Defense Council, filed March 7, 2019 in North Carolina Utilities Commission Docket No. E-100, Sub 157 (Figure
JFW-2 p. 9); available at https://starw1 ncuc net/NCUC/ViewFile.aspx?Id=49e59cd5-3de5-4b6e-ac6f363649d42218.
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Q: You noted that the highest winter peak loads are generally in the early morning.

Please present recent hourly load shapes on the highest load winter days.

2

3

A: Figure JFW-10 shows the hourly load shapes on the four highest winter load days during

4

2010-2018. Note that the highest peaks ar e in th e morning, an d are rather brief: in each of

5

these instances, there were only two or three hours with loads within

6

daily peak.

II MW of the

7
8

Q: What is the significance of the short duration of these winter peaks for resource
adequacy analysis and system planning?

9

A:

The sho1i duration of these peaks suggests an oppo1iunity to shave or shift them . For

10

example, these peaks could be shaved if some customers could be enticed to engage their

11

space heating appliances from, say, 3 to 5 AM, and then keep them off or on low until

12

after 9 or 10 AM.
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Note also that much of this high use at around 7 or 8 AM may be of rather low value to
2

the residential customer; it provides a bit more space heating during a sho1i period of

3

time before leaving home to go to work, school, or another activity. This usage may also

4

be of relatively low value to some commercial customers, who might be willing to defer

5

opening and wanning their facilities until after 9 or 10 AM on these extremely cold days

6

that occur extremely rarely.

7
8

Q: The Company suggests that the duration of both summer and winter peaks is about
four hours. Is this accurate?

9

A: No. In a question and answer document prepared for Commission staff, the Company
stated as follows: 62

10

11

I
I
I
I
I
17

This gives a misleading impression of the duration of the highest demands by season.

18

The duration of the period within aboutl l MW of the winter morning peak is about

19

-

, as noted above; by contrast, on summer peak days, there are typically closer to

20

-

withinll MW of the daily peak. This is shown in Figure JFW-11, showing

21

the four highest recent summer load days.

22

In addition, as noted above, shaving or shifting the brief morning peak may be

23

manageable due to the brief and, for some customers, low value of usage at the time. By

62

Ex. JFW-31 , CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sien-a DR- 11-01 Attachment O APSC StaffQandA, p. 2.
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contrast, the cooling demand that is the primary cause of the longer summer peak can

2

likely only be shifted to a later time, which can extend rather than lower the peak.

3
4

Q: Has the Company performed or consulted any research or analysis to understand
the drivers of recent winter peak loads?

5

A: Apparently not. In response to a data request, the Company identifies no such research or
analysis.63

6

Q: Has the Company evaluated the potential for energy efficiency or demand response
programs focused on winter peak demand conditions?

7
8

63

Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-12, referring to Ex. JFW-31, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra
DR-1 I-01 Attachment O APSC Staff QandA and Ex. JFW-33, CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-17 Attachment
A
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A: Apparently not. In response to a request for documents, the Company provides no

1
2

studies, and only refers to various estimates of existing demand response program costs.64

3

The Company states that it is “considering” the inclusion of smart thermostats in future

4

demand side management programs. 65

5
6
7

Q: The extreme winter peaks are rather rare, not occurring in most years; is the
Company prepared to ask customers to help out by reducing demand when extreme
cold is forecast, and there could be a load spike for a few morning hours?

8

A: Apparently no special preparations have been made. In response to a data request, the
Company simply cites to standard procedures.66

9
10
11

Q: Turning now to the assumptions about power plant outages under extreme cold,
first please describe the assumption used in the RM Study.

12

A: The RM Study notes (p. 21, pp. A-7 to A-9) that under extreme cold, power plant forced

13

outage rates can be higher than average, while also noting that there have been recent

14

efforts to improve winterization and plant performance under extreme cold, and to

15

minimize planned outages in winter.67 The RM Study asserts (p. A-7) that “History has

16

demonstrated that as temperatures continue to decrease the outage rate tends to increase

17

exponentially.” The RM Study adopted an assumption for “incremental cold weather

18

outages” (incremental to average outage rates during other times of year), shown in

19

Figure I.7, based on the “exponential” assumption. Under the adopted assumptions,

20

outage rates under extreme cold can be more than 15% above normal outage rates (the

21

normal rate is about 3%).

64

Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-14, referring to Exs. JFW-34 to JFW-37, CONFIDENTIAL Response
to Sierra DR-1 I-09 (program costs).
65
Ex. JFW-4, Response to SELC DR-1 DPR-12, referring to Ex. JFW-31, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra
DR-1 I-01 Attachment O APSC Staff QandA, p.8.
66
Ex. JFW-4, Responses to SELC DR-1 DPR-15 and DPR-47.
67
Ex. JFW-31, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment O APSC Staff QandA, p. 3.
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Q: Does this methodology result in a reasonable representation of the plant outage
rates that can be expected under extreme cold?

3

A: No. The RM Study did indeed assume that outage rates would increase “exponentially”;

4

the workpapers for Figure I.7 show that an exponential trend line was used to represent

5

the assumed relationship between temperatures and outage rates.68 However, the

6

underlying data does not support the assumption of an exponential relationship.

7
8

Q: Please present your analysis of the relationship between extreme cold and outage
rates.

9

A: Figure JFW-12 shows the RM Study’s “exponential” assumption about cold weather

10

outages, and the actual observations to which the exponential trend line was fitted. As

11

can be seen, the data is very scattered, and most of the observations were in the

68

Ex. JFW-38, CONFIDENTIAL response to SELC DR-1 DPR-33 Attachment A
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degree range. Visually, the data does not suggest an exponential relationship. Statistical

2

analysis also does not support the assumption: the “R squared” (“R2”) statistic for the

3

RM Study’s trend line, the measure of how well a line fits data introduced in an earlier

4

section of this testimony, is 0.36 (R2 equal to 1.00 represents a perfect fit). If instead a

5

linear trend line is used, the R2 is much better, 0.51. This is illustrated in Figure JFW-

6

13.

7

Also, the use of so many observations in the

8

relationship to very low temperatures is questionable; instances of temperatures below

9

degrees may be few, but the outage rates at such times are likely to be more

degree range to extrapolate the

10

representative of even colder temperatures. I also evaluated both the exponential and

11

linear trends using only the observations below

62
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The results are shown in Figure JFW-13. First, linear trend lines, using all of the data, or

2

only the observations under

3

outage rates at colder temperatures than the RM Study’s exponential assumption. Both of

4

these trend lines have R2 better than the RM Study’s exponential line (.51 and .45).

5

Second, using the exponential assumption, but focusing on the observations under

6

degrees, results in a trend line rather close to the two linear trend lines. This trend line

7

also has improved R2 (.41) compared to the RM Study’s exponential trend line using

8

data up to

9

Focusing even more narrowly on more extreme data (for instance, on observations less

degrees, give very similar results, and suggest lower

degrees (.36).

10

than

degrees) gives similar results to those shown in the figure, for both linear and

11

exponential extrapolations.

12
13

Q: Please summarize your conclusion with regard to the RM Study’s assumption about
the impact of extreme cold on outage rates.

14

A: The RM Study’s “exponential” assumption overstates the impact of extreme cold on

15

outage rates. When the analysis uses the more accurate linear assumption, and/or when

16

the analysis focuses on the more relevant colder observations, the increase in outage rates

17

at the colder temperatures is slower. My analysis suggests that the RM Study has

18

overstated the impact of extreme cold on outage rates by about two percent at the lowest

19

temperatures.

20
21

Q: Can you estimate the impact of this inaccurate assumption on the summer and
winter reserve margins in the RM Study?

22

A: Yes. In reserve margin studies, the recommended reserve margins are driven by the

23

highest load events, which create the circumstances under which load loss can occur.

24

Therefore, overstating outage rates by about two percent at the coldest temperatures that
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drive the most extreme loads can raise the recommended reserve margin by about two

2

percent.

3
4

Q: The Company asserts that its high target winter reserve margin is “comparable” to
PJM’ Winter Weekly Reserve Target. 69 Is this accurate?

5

A: No, the PJM Winter Weekly Reserve Target is entirely different. The PJM system is

6

summer peaking, and PJM’s probabilistic resource adequacy study finds that virtually all

7

of the loss of load risk is in the summer. However, PJM does set threshold winter reserve

8

targets to ensure that aggregate planned outages do not raise concern. PJM sets these

9

winter targets at the point where the calculated loss of load risk (LOLE), according to its

10

resource adequacy model, is essentially zero (LOLE 0.000001, or one event in one

11

million years). 70 In the unlikely event that a generator’s planned outage request would

12

reduce reserves below this (still very high) reserve level, which would move the LOLE

13

needle barely off zero, PJM will evaluate the request, and could request rescheduling.

14

These targets are not used for any planning purpose, only for review of planned outage

15

requests.

16
17
18

Q: In your summary you stated that overstating winter risk also skewed the proposed
Capacity Worth Factors (“CWFs”) in the RM Study. First, please describe the
CWFs.

19

A: The CWF reflect the value of capacity in various seasons and hours of the year in

20

reducing the chance of load loss, from the RM Study. The recommended CWFs are

21

presented in RM Study Appendix B, Table B-2. The values are as high as

22

some January hours, but are less than

% for

% during all summer hours.

69

Ex. JFW-31, CONFIDENTIAL Response to Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment O APSC Staff QandA, p. 20.
PJM, Winter Weekly Reserve Target (WWRT), Resource Adequacy Analysis Subcommittee Meeting May 31,
2016, slide 3.
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Q: Please comment on these CWFs.

2

A: These CWFs suggest that reliability risk and capacity value are largely focused in the

3

winter. This result will reflect the flaws in the RM Study, discussed above, that tend to

4

overstate winter reliability risk. Correcting those flaws would result in a more balanced

5

distribution of capacity worth and CWF between the winter and summer seasons.

6

VI.

APC’S FUTURE CAPACITY NEEDS

7

Q: Please explain how the Company determines its future capacity needs.

8

A: The Company’s future capacity needs are determined by the winter peak load forecast

9

and the winter target reserve margin;71 the summer forecasts, reserve margins and

10

capacity needs are much lower. For 2023, for instance, the winter peak forecast is

11

MW and the long-term winter target reserve margin is 25.25 percent, resulting in a

12

capacity need of

MW, or more than 3,000 MW in excess of the forecast peak.

13

Q: How does this target capacity need compare to APC’s highest historical load levels?

14

A: This represents a

% margin over the highest load ever experienced, on the Polar Vortex

15

day in 2014. APC has only experienced winter loads over 12,000 MW three times, back

16

in 2014-2015; this amount of capacity provides a

% margin over a 12,000 MW load.

17
18

Q: You stated earlier that the Company calculates that it has a
deficit in 2023. Please explain how this deficit was determined.

MW reliability

19

A: This would reflect the Company’s capacity need, shown above, compared to the
estimated Company resources available.

20

71

2019 Plan p. 25 (the winter target reserve margin is the ratio of total winter capacity to winter peak load).
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Q: Based on your evaluation of the Company’s load forecast and reserve margin, what
is your estimate of the Company’s 2023 reliability deficit?

3

A: As discussed above, I find that the RM Study overstated the loads that should be expected

4

under the most extreme cold by at least five percent. I also concluded that the RM Study

5

overstated winter power plant outage rates under the coldest conditions that lead to loss

6

of load risk by about two percent. These two impacts if corrected would lower the needed

7

reserve margin by roughly seven percent. Correcting the load forecast uncertainty

8

assumptions would also reduce the needed reserve margin. I conclude that a 20 percent

9

winter reserve margin would be adequate and conservative, and that further analysis with

10

the benefit of additional model runs with improved assumptions would show that a

11

reserve margin somewhat lower than 20 percent would be adequate.

12

Using, as I recommend, the PDM value for 2023 (

13

margin results in

14

of the Company’s capacity need in 2023 suggests that the Company’s value

15

noted above) is overstated by over 1,400 MW (

MW), and a 20% reserve

MW capacity need. I conclude that even a conservative estimate
MW,

= 1,462 MW).

16

Q: Does the Southern Company face a winter capacity deficit?

17

A: No. According to the Company, and using the excessive winter reserve margin from the

18

RM Study, the Southern Company system has no winter capacity deficit at all in 2022,

19

and only a very small deficit in 2023 (

20

on the Company’s alleged capacity deficit calculations and need for additional capacity.

72

).72 This circumstance casts further doubt

Ex. JFW-39, Response to AIEC DR-1 I-03.
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VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES AND PLANS

2
3

Q: Please provide your general observations about the process followed in this
proceeding.

4

A: The short time frame of this proceeding, and the limited data provided through discovery,

5

hampered my review of the load forecast and reserve margins. As a general matter,

6

planning studies such as load forecasts, integrated resource plans, and reserve margin

7

studies benefit from stakeholder input at earlier stages in the process. Feedback from

8

stakeholders on the assumptions used in such studies and preliminary results can avoid

9

errors and lead to broader acceptance of the final results. This can reduce the number of

10

data requests, pages of testimony, and hours of hearing time spent litigating controversial

11

details of such studies.

12
13

Q: Please give an example of a better process for preparing a resource adequacy or
reserve margin study.

14

A: Some utilities that prepare resource adequacy studies (and in particular Regional

15

Transmission Organizations such as PJM Interconnection, LLC, “PJM”) engage

16

stakeholders in an annual process to update their resource adequacy studies. PJM

17

documents its resource adequacy analyses in an annual report, the PJM Reserve

18

Requirements Study (“RRS”).73 Figure IV-1 on page 70 of the 2019 RRS summarizes

19

the timeline for the preparation of the 2019 study, showing that the process takes about

20

14 months and involves review by various stakeholder groups throughout the process,

21

with the final steps being a recommendation from the Members Committee and approval

73

The latest PJM RRS approved by the PJM Board (2018) is available here: https://www.pjm.com//media/planning/res-adeq/2018-pjm-reserve-requirement-study.ashx?la=en. The latest RRS (2019) is currently
moving through the endorsement process. It was endorsed by the Members Committee on October 31, 2019, and is
available here: https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/committees/mc/20191031/20191031-item-012019-pjm-reserve-requirement-study-report.ashx.
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by the PJM Board. The timeline for PJM’s 2019 RRS includes multiple opportunities for

2

the PJM Resource Adequacy Analysis Subcommittee to comment on draft assumptions

3

and the draft report, and a further stakeholder process for the review, discussion, and

4

endorsement of study results.

5

Especially when there are significant changes to the underlying data or methodology,

6

stakeholders representing a wide range of interests and relevant expertise are likely to

7

have many comments and suggestions to further evaluate and improve the study. PJM

8

often adjusts its model and assumptions based on the stakeholder input.

9

PJM also generally accommodates stakeholder requests for sensitivity analyses of the

10

RRS. The 2019 RRS contains 24 sensitivity cases in its Appendix B (pp. 64-68).

11

As a result of this process, the final report is generally technically sound and endorsed by

12

a large majority of stakeholders. Other RTOs follow similar processes with substantial

13

stakeholder input when preparing resource adequacy studies.74

14

Q: Please compare this process to the process that led to the RM Study.

15

A: In contrast to the processes following by PJM and other RTOs, the RM Study in

16

particular was prepared without such stakeholder input. The recent RM Studies represent

17

substantial changes over prior resource adequacy studies, primarily to address increasing

18

concern about winter risk. However, as Section V explains, the RM Study contains some

19

very problematic assumptions. These shortcomings could have been addressed and

20

corrected before the study was finalized, had there been a substantial and transparent

74

See, for example, ISO New England, Installed Capacity Requirement, https://www.iso-ne.com/marketsoperations/markets/forward-capacity-market/fcm-participation-guide/installed-capacity-requirement (describing,
with many links, the stakeholder and regulatory process for approval of the New England Net Installed Capacity
Requirement, and the methodology for its calculation).
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stakeholder process. However, once such a study, and the plans and proposals rely upon

2

it, are released, it is not surprising that the Company becomes very reluctant to

3

acknowledge any flaws, make any changes, or even provide detailed information about

4

assumptions and results.

5

In addition, only limited information was provided about the RM Study, making it

6

difficult to identify and evaluate the assumptions and to clearly identify the flaws. Only

7

limited sensitivity analysis was provided.

8
9
10

Q: Please provide some examples of the information that was not available that
hampered your analysis.
A: With respect to the load forecast, the Company did not make available more updated

11

versions of the IHS Markit economic and demographic inputs. Nor did it make available

12

the forecasts of Alabama industrial production, which information it claims it does not

13

use. No sensitivity analysis of the load forecast was provided. The workpapers provided

14

were many, poorly organized, and the programming did not reflect best, or even standard,

15

practices.

16

With respect to the RM Study, only limited sensitivity analysis was provided, and

17

detailed outputs were not provided. In particular, the details of scenarios that led to loss

18

of load were not provided.

19
20
21

Q: Please provide your recommendations with regard to the load forecasting and
resource adequacy analysis for future Integrated Resource Plans and related
proceedings, such as this one.

22

A: I offer the following recommendations, to improve the quality and accuracy of future

23

planning studies, including load forecasts, integrated resource plans, and resource

24

adequacy studies.
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1. The Company should engage stakeholders earlier in the process of preparing load

2

forecasts, resource adequacy studies, and integrated resource plans, as discussed

3

above.

4
5
6

2. The Company should provide an evaluation of past load forecasts and an explanation
of the causes of forecast errors.
3. The Company should provide sensitivity analyses of its load forecasts that reflect a

7

reasonable range of electricity sales and demand which the Company may be required

8

to serve. This should include both 90/10 extreme weather scenarios, and also high

9

and low economic growth scenarios. The Company should provide additional

10

sensitivity analysis of the forecast to the major assumptions and estimates used in

11

preparing the forecasts.

12

4. The Company should fully document its methodology for weather normalization, and

13

apply it consistently. The Company should consider developing a more sophisticated

14

methodology for weather normalization that makes use of additional relevant

15

information, such as temperatures over multiple hours, wind speeds, and humidity.

16

5. The Company should evaluate and quantify the potential for substantial under-

17

forecasting of its loads, to serve as guidance in the development of the assumptions

18

for future resource adequacy studies.

19

6. The Company should develop and document a detailed methodology for evaluating

20

any anticipated large change in load (additions or losses), and for determining

21

whether, and how much, of the anticipated load change should be reflected as an

22

external adjustment to the load forecasts.
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7. The Company should study the relationship between extreme cold conditions and

2

load, taking into account other possibly relevant factors such as likely facility

3

closures during extreme cold and wind speeds, to serve as guidance in the

4

development of the assumptions for future resource adequacy studies.

5

8. The assumptions used in future resource adequacy studies should be consistent with

6

the Company’s load forecasts. In particular, the Company should prepare forecasts of

7

90-10 extreme winter and summer peak loads, as recommended above, and the

8

assumptions used in future resource adequacy studies should be consistent with these

9

estimates of the likelihood of extreme peak load outcomes.

10

9. More detail about future resource adequacy studies should be provided, including full

11

details of scenario results, and all sensitivity analyses as requested by stakeholders.

12

10. The Company should consider defining an alternative metric for expressing and

13

communicating target reserve margins, which might use, in the numerator, an

14

aggregate capacity value measure (rather than installed capacity), and in the

15

denominator, a 90-10 extreme (rather than weather normal) forecast value. Reserve

16

margin targets defined in terms of such a measure, which could be used in addition to

17

traditional reserve margin measures, would be more robust and stable as load patterns

18

and the capacity mix change over time.

19

Q: Does this complete your direct testimony?

20

A: Yes it does.
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SUMMARY
James F. Wilson is an economist with over 30 years of consulting experience, primarily in the electric power
and natural gas industries. Many of his assignments have pertained to the economic and policy issues
arising from the interplay of competition and regulation in these industries, including restructuring policies,
market design, market analysis and market power. Other recent engagements have involved resource
adequacy and capacity markets, contract litigation and damages, forecasting and market evaluation,
pipeline rate cases and evaluating allegations of market manipulation. Mr. Wilson has been involved in
electricity restructuring and wholesale market design for over twenty years in California, PJM, New England,
Russia and other regions. He also spent five years in Russia in the early 1990s advising on the reform,
restructuring and development of the Russian electricity and natural gas industries.
Mr. Wilson has submitted affidavits and testified in Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and state
regulatory proceedings. His papers have appeared in the Energy Journal, Electricity Journal, Public Utilities
Fortnightly and other publications, and he often presents at industry conferences.
Prior to founding Wilson Energy Economics, Mr. Wilson was a Principal at LECG, LLC. He has also worked
for ICF Resources, Decision Focus Inc., and as an independent consultant.

EDUCATION
MS, Engineering-Economic Systems, Stanford University, 1982
BA, Mathematics, Oberlin College, 1977
RECENT ENGAGEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of provisions to enhance resource fuel security in day-ahead and real-time wholesale
electricity markets.
Evaluated peak electric load forecasts and enhancements to load forecasting methodologies.
Evaluated a probabilistic analysis to determine the electric generating capacity reserve margin to
satisfy resource adequacy criteria.
Evaluated the potential impact of an electricity generation operating reserve demand curve on a
wholesale electricity market with a capacity construct.
Developed wholesale capacity market enhancements to accommodate seasonal resources and
resource adequacy requirements.
Evaluation of wholesale electricity market design enhancements to accommodate state initiatives
to promote state environmental and other policy objectives.
Evaluation of proposals for natural gas distribution system expansions.
Various consulting assignments on wholesale electric capacity market design issues in PJM, New
England, the Midwest, Texas, and California.
Cost-benefit analysis of a new natural gas pipeline.
Evaluation of the impacts of demand response on electric generation capacity mix and emissions.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panelist on a FERC technical conference on capacity markets.
Affidavit on the potential for market power over natural gas storage.
Executive briefing on wind integration and linkages to short-term and longer-term resource
adequacy approaches.
Affidavit on the impact of a centralized capacity market on the potential benefits of participation in
a Regional Transmission Organization (RTO).
Participated in a panel teleseminar on resource adequacy policy and modeling.
Affidavit on opt-out rules for centralized capacity markets.
Affidavits on minimum offer price rules for RTO centralized capacity markets.
Evaluated electric utility avoided cost in a tax dispute.
Advised on pricing approaches for RTO backstop short-term capacity procurement.
Affidavit evaluating the potential impact on reliability of demand response products limited in the
number or duration of calls.
Evaluated changing patterns of natural gas production and pipeline flows, developed approaches
for pipeline tolls and cost recovery.
Evaluated an electricity peak load forecasting methodology and forecast; evaluated regional
transmission needs for resource adequacy.
Participated on a panel teleseminar on natural gas price forecasting.
Affidavit evaluating a shortage pricing mechanism and recommending changes.
Testimony in support of proposed changes to a forward capacity market mechanism.
Reviewed and critiqued an analysis of the economic impacts of restrictions on oil and gas
development.
Advised on the development of metrics for evaluating the performance of Regional Transmission
Organizations and their markets.
Prepared affidavit on the efficiency benefits of excess capacity sales in readjustment auctions for
installed capacity.
Prepared affidavit on the potential impacts of long lead time and multiple uncertainties on clearing
prices in an auction for standard offer electric generation service.

EARLIER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
LECG, LCC, Washington, DC 1998–2009.
Principal
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reviewed and commented on an analysis of the target installed capacity reserve margin for the
Mid Atlantic region; recommended improvements to the analysis and assumptions.
Evaluated an electric generating capacity mechanism and the price levels to support adequate
capacity; recommended changes to improve efficiency.
Analyzed and critiqued the methodology and assumptions used in preparation of a long run
electricity peak load forecast.
Evaluated results of an electric generating capacity incentive mechanism and critiqued the
mechanism’s design; prepared a detailed report. Evaluated the impacts of the mechanism’s flaws
on prices and costs and prepared testimony in support of a formal complaint.
Analyzed impacts and potential damages of natural gas migration from a storage field.
Evaluated allegations of manipulation of natural gas prices and assessed the potential impacts of
natural gas trading strategies.
Prepared affidavit evaluating a pipeline’s application for market-based rates for interruptible
transportation and the potential for market power.
Prepared testimony on natural gas industry contracting practices and damages in a contract
dispute.
Prepared affidavits on design issues for an electric generating capacity mechanism for an eastern
US regional transmission organization; participated in extensive settlement discussions.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepared testimony on the appropriateness of zonal rates for a natural gas pipeline.
Evaluated market power issues raised by a possible gas-electric merger.
Prepared testimony on whether rates for a pipeline extension should be rolled-in or incremental
under Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) policy.
Prepared an expert report on damages in a natural gas contract dispute.
Prepared testimony regarding the incentive impacts of a ratemaking method for natural gas
pipelines.
Prepared testimony evaluating natural gas procurement incentive mechanisms.
Analyzed the need for and value of additional natural gas storage in the southwestern US.
Evaluated market issues in the restructured Russian electric power market, including the need to
introduce financial transmission rights, and policies for evaluating mergers.
Affidavit on market conditions in western US natural gas markets and the potential for a new
merchant gas storage facility to exercise market power.
Testimony on the advantages of a system of firm, tradable natural gas transmission and storage
rights, and the performance of a market structure based on such policies.
Testimony on the potential benefits of new independent natural gas storage and policies for
providing transmission access to storage users.
Testimony on the causes of California natural gas price increases during 2000-2001 and the
possible exercise of market power to raise natural gas prices at the California border.
Advised a major US utility with regard to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s proposed
Standard Market Design and its potential impacts on the company.
Reviewed and critiqued draft legislation and detailed market rules for reforming the Russian
electricity industry, for a major investor in the sector.
Analyzed the causes of high prices in California wholesale electric markets during 2000 and
developed recommendations, including alternatives for price mitigation. Testimony on price
mitigation measures.
Summarized and critiqued wholesale and retail restructuring and competition policies for electric
power and natural gas in select US states, for a Pacific Rim government contemplating energy
reforms.
Presented testimony regarding divestiture of hydroelectric generation assets, potential market
power issues, and mitigation approaches to the California Public Utilities Commission.
Reviewed the reasonableness of an electric utility’s wholesale power purchases and sales in a
restructured power market during a period of high prices.
Presented an expert report on failure to perform and liquidated damages in a natural gas contract
dispute.
Presented a workshop on Market Monitoring to a group of electric utilities in the process of
forming an RTO.
Authored a report on the screening approaches used by market monitors for assessing exercise
of market power, material impacts of conduct, and workable competition.
Developed recommendations for mitigating locational market power, as part of a package of
congestion management reforms.
Provided analysis in support of a transmission owner involved in a contract dispute with
generators providing services related to local grid reliability.
Authored a report on the role of regional transmission organizations in market monitoring.
Prepared market power analyses in support of electric generators’ applications to FERC for
market-based rates for energy and ancillary services.
Analyzed western electricity markets and the potential market power of a large producer under
various asset acquisition or divestiture strategies.
Testified before a state commission regarding the potential benefits of retail electric competition
and issues that must be addressed to implement it.
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•
•

Prepared a market power analysis in support of an acquisition of generating capacity in the New
England market.
Advised a California utility regarding reform strategies for the California natural gas industry,
addressing market power issues and policy options for providing system balancing services.

ICF RESOURCES, INC., Fairfax, VA, 1997–1998.
Project Manager
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Reviewed, critiqued and submitted testimony on a New Jersey electric utility’s restructuring
proposal, as part of a management audit for the state regulatory commission.
Assisted a group of US utilities in developing a proposal to form a regional Independent System
Operator (ISO).
Researched and reported on the emergence of Independent System Operators and their role in
reliability, for the Department of Energy.
Provided analytical support to the Secretary of Energy’s Task Force on Electric System Reliability
on various topics, including ISOs. Wrote white papers on the potential role of markets in ensuring
reliability.
Recommended near-term strategies for addressing the potential stranded costs of non-utility
generator contracts for an eastern utility; analyzed and evaluated the potential benefits of various
contract modifications, including buyout and buydown options; designed a reverse auction
approach to stimulating competition in the renegotiation process.
Designed an auction process for divestiture of a Northeastern electric utility’s generation assets
and entitlements (power purchase agreements).
Participated in several projects involving analysis of regional power markets and valuation of
existing or proposed generation assets.

IRIS MARKET ENVIRONMENT PROJECT, 1994–1996.
Project Director, Moscow, Russia
Established and led a policy analysis group advising the Russian Federal Energy Commission and
Ministry of Economy on economic policies for the electric power, natural gas, oil pipeline,
telecommunications, and rail transport industries (the Program on Natural Monopolies, a project of the
IRIS Center of the University of Maryland Department of Economics, funded by USAID):
•
•

•
•

Advised on industry reforms and the establishment of federal regulatory institutions.
Advised the Russian Federal Energy Commission on electricity restructuring, development of a
competitive wholesale market for electric power, tariff improvements, and other issues of electric
power and natural gas industry reform.
Developed policy conditions for the IMF's $10 billion Extended Funding Facility.
Performed industry diagnostic analyses with detailed policy recommendations for electric power
(1994), natural gas, rail transport and telecommunications (1995), oil transport (1996).

Independent Consultant stationed in Moscow, Russia, 1991–1996
Projects for the WORLD BANK, 1992-1996:
•
•
•
•
•

Bank Strategy for the Russian Electricity Sector. Developed a policy paper outlining current
industry problems and necessary policies, and recommending World Bank strategy.
Russian Electric Power Industry Restructuring. Participated in work to develop recommendations
to the Russian Government on electric power industry restructuring.
Russian Electric Power Sector Update. Led project to review developments in sector
restructuring, regulation, demand, supply, tariffs, and investment.
Russian Coal Industry Restructuring. Analyzed Russian and export coal markets and developed
forecasts of future demand for Russian coal.
World Bank/IEA Electricity Options Study for the G-7. Analyzed mid- and long-term electric power
demand and efficiency prospects and developed forecasts.
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•

Russian Energy Pricing and Taxation. Developed recommendations for liberalizing energy
markets, eliminating subsidies and restructuring tariffs for all energy resources.

Other consulting assignments in Russia, 1991–1994:
•
•

Advised on projects pertaining to Russian energy policy and the transition to a market economy in
the energy industries, for the Institute for Energy Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
Presented seminars on the structure, economics, planning, and regulation of the energy and
electric power industries in the US, for various Russian clients.

DECISION FOCUS INC., Mountain View, CA, 1983–1992
Senior Associate, 1985-1992.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

For the Electric Power Research Institute, led projects to develop decision-analytic methodologies
and models for evaluating long term fuel and electric power contracting and procurement
strategies. Applied the methodologies and models in numerous case studies, and presented
several workshops and training sessions on the approaches.
Analyzed long-term and short-term natural gas supply decisions for a large California gas
distribution company following gas industry unbundling and restructuring.
Analyzed long term coal and rail alternatives for a midwest electric utility.
Evaluated bulk power purchase alternatives and strategies for a New Jersey electric utility.
Performed a financial and economic analysis of a proposed hydroelectric project.
For a natural gas pipeline company serving the Northeastern US, forecasted long-term natural
gas supply and transportation volumes. Developed a forecasting system for staff use.
Analyzed potential benefits of diversification of suppliers for a natural gas pipeline company.
Evaluated uranium contracting strategies for an electric utility.
Analyzed telecommunications services markets under deregulation, developed and implemented
a pricing strategy model. Evaluated potential responses of residential and business customers to
changes in the client's and competitors' telecommunications services and prices.
Analyzed coal contract terms and supplier diversification strategies for an eastern electric utility.
Analyzed oil and natural gas contracting strategies for an electric utility.

TESTIMONY AND AFFIDAVITS
In the Matter of Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC and Duke Energy Progress, LLC Standard Offer,
Avoided Cost Methodologies, and Form Contract Power Purchase Agreements, South Carolina
Public Service Commission Docket Nos. 2019-185-E and 2019-186-E, Direct Testimony on behalf of
the South Carolina Coastal Conservation League and Southern Alliance for Clean Energy,
September 11, 2019; surrebuttal testimony, October 11, 2019; direct and surrebuttal testimony at
hearings, October 22, 2019.
In the Matter of the Application of DTE Electric Company for Authority to Implement a Power Supply
Cost Recovery Plan in its Rate Schedules for 2019 Metered Jurisdictional Sales of Electricity,
Michigan Public Service Commission Case No. U-20221, Direct Testimony on behalf of Michigan
Environmental Council, May 28, 2019.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket Nos. EL19-58 and ER19-1486 (Reserve Pricing ORDC), Affidavit in Support of the Protest of the Clean Energy Advocates, May 15, 2019.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket Nos. EL19-58 and ER19-1486 (Reserve Pricing Transition), Affidavit in Support of the Protests of the PJM Load/Customer Coalition and Clean
Energy Advocates, May 15, 2019.
In Re: Georgia Power Company’s 2019 Integrated Resource Plan, Georgia Public Service
Commission Docket No. 42310, Direct Testimony on Behalf of Georgia Interfaith Power & Light and
the Partnership For Southern Equity, April 25, 2019; testimony at hearings May 14, 2019.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. EL19-63 (RPM Market Supplier Offer Cap), Affidavit
in Support of the Complaint of the Joint Consumer Advocates, April 15, 2019.
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In the Matter of 2018 Biennial Integrated Resource Plans and Related 2018 REPS Compliance
Plans, North Carolina Utilities Commission Docket No. E-100 Sub 157, Review and Evaluation of the
Load Forecasts, and Review and Evaluation of Resource Adequacy and Solar Capacity Value
Issues, with regard to the Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress 2018 Integrated
Resource Plans, Attachments 3 and 4 to the comments of Southern Alliance for Clean Energy,
Sierra Club, and the Natural Resources Defense Council, March 7, 2019.
In the Matter of Biennial Determination of Avoided Cost Rates for Electric Utility Purchases from
Qualifying Facilities – 2018, North Carolina Utilities Commission Docket No. E-100 Sub 158, Review
and Evaluation of Resource Adequacy and Solar Capacity Value Issues with regard to the Duke
Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress 2018 Integrated Resource Plans and Avoided Cost
Filing, Attachment B to the Initial Comments of the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, February 12,
2019.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER19-105 (RPM Quadrennial Review), Affidavit in
Support of the Limited Protest and Comments of the Public Interest Entities, November 19, 2018.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. EL18-178 (MOPR and FRR Alternative), Affidavit in
Support of the Comments of the FRR-RS Supporters, October 2, 2018; Reply Affidavit on behalf of
Clean Energy and Consumer Advocates, November 6, 2018.
Virginia Electric and Power Company’s 2018 Integrated Resource Plan filing, Virginia State
Corporation Commission Case No. PUE-2018-00065, Direct Testimony on behalf of Environmental
Respondents, August 10, 2018; testimony at hearings September 25, 2018; Supplemental
Testimony, April 16, 2019.
In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio for an Increase in Electric Distribution Rates,
etc., Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 17-32-EL-AIR et al, Direct Testimony on Behalf of
the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, June 25, 2018; deposition, July 3, 2018; testimony at
hearings, July 19, 2018.
In the Matter of the Application of DTE Gas Company for Approval of a Gas Cost Recovery Plan, 5year Forecast and Monthly GCR Factor for the 12 Months ending March 31, 2019, Michigan Public
Service Commission Case No. U-18412, Direct Testimony on behalf of Michigan Environmental
Council, June 7, 2018.
Constellation Mystic Power, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER18-1639-000 (Mystic Cost of Service
Agreement), Affidavit in Support of the Comments of New England States Committee on Electricity,
June 6, 2018; prepared answering testimony, August 23, 1018.
New England Power Generators Association, Complainant v. ISO New England Inc. Respondent,
FERC Docket No. EL18-154-000 (re: capacity offer price of Mystic power plant), Affidavit in Support
of the Protest of New England States Committee on Electricity, June 6, 2018.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER18-1314 (Capacity repricing or MOPR-Ex),
Affidavit in Support of the Protests of DC-MD-NJ Consumer Coalition, Joint Consumer Advocates,
and Clean Energy Advocates, May 7, 2018; reply affidavit, June 15, 2018.
In the Matter of the Application of DTE Electric Company for Authority to Implement a Power Supply
Cost Recovery Plan in its Rate Schedules for 2018 Metered Jurisdictional Sales of Electricity,
Michigan Public Service Commission Case No. U-18403, Direct Testimony on behalf of Michigan
Environmental Council and Sierra Club, April 20, 2018.
Virginia Electric and Power Company’s 2017 Integrated Resource Plan filing, Virginia State
Corporation Commission Case No. PUE-2017-00051, Direct Testimony on behalf of Environmental
Respondents, August 11, 2017; testimony at hearings September 26, 2017.
Ohio House of Representatives Public Utilities Committee hearing on House Bill 178 (Zero Emission
Nuclear Resource legislation), Opponent Testimony on Behalf of Natural Resources Defense
Council, May 15, 2017.
In the Matter of the Application of Atlantic Coast Pipeline, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Docket No. CP15-554, Evaluating Market Need for the Atlantic Coast Pipeline, Attachment 2 to the
comments of Shenandoah Valley Network et al, April 6, 2017.
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In the Matter of the Application of DTE Electric Company for Authority to Implement a Power Supply
Cost Recovery Plan in its Rate Schedules for 2017 Metered Jurisdictional Sales of Electricity,
Michigan Public Service Commission Case No. U-18143, Direct Testimony on behalf of Michigan
Environmental Council and Sierra Club, March 22, 2017.
In the Matter of the Petition of Washington Gas Light Company for Approval of Revised Tariff
Provisions to Facilitate Access to Natural Gas in the Company’s Maryland Franchise Area That Are
Currently Without Natural Gas Service, Maryland Public Service Commission Case No. 9433, Direct
Testimony on Behalf of the Mid-Atlantic Propane Gas Association and the Mid-Atlantic Petroleum
Distributors Association, Inc., March 1, 2017; testimony at hearings, May 1, 2017.
In the Matter of Integrated Resource Plans and Related 2016 REPS Compliance Plans, North
Carolina Utilities Commission Docket No. E-100 Sub 147, Review and Evaluation of the Peak Load
Forecasts and Reserve Margin Determinations for the Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy
Progress 2016 Integrated Resource Plans, Attachments A and B to the comments of the Natural
Resources Defense Council, Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, and the Sierra Club, February 17,
2017.
In the Matter of the Tariff Revisions Designated TA285-4 filed by ENSTAR Natural Gas Company, a
Division of SEMCO Energy, Inc., Regulatory Commission of Alaska Case No. U-16-066, Testimony
on Behalf of Matanuska Electric Association, Inc., February 7, 2017, testimony at hearings, June 21,
2017.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER17-367 (seasonal capacity), Prepared Testimony
on Behalf of Advanced Energy Management Alliance, Environmental Law & Policy Center, Natural
Resources Defense Council, Rockland Electric Company and Sierra Club, December 8, 2016;
Declaration in support of Protest of Response to Deficiency Letter, February 13, 2017.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, and Union of Concerned Scientists v. Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, U.S. District Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit Case No. 16-1236
(Capacity Performance), Declaration, September 23, 2016.
Mountaineer Gas Company Infrastructure Replacement and Expansion Program Filing for 2016,
West Virginia Public Service Commission Case No. 15-1256-G-390P, and Mountaineer Gas
Company Infrastructure Replacement and Expansion Program Filing for 2017, West Virginia Public
Service Commission Case No. 16-0922-G-390P, Direct Testimony on behalf of the West Virginia
Propane Gas Association, September 9, 2016.
Application of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation for a General Increase in its Natural Gas Rates and
for Approval of Certain Other Changes to its Natural Gas Tariff, Delaware P.S.C. Docket No. 151734, Direct Testimony on behalf of the Delaware Association Of Alternative Energy Providers, Inc.,
August 24, 2016.
Virginia Electric and Power Company’s 2016 Integrated Resource Plan filing, Virginia State
Corporation Commission Case No. PUE-2016-00049, Direct Testimony on behalf of Environmental
Respondents, August 17, 2016; testimony at hearings October 5, 2016.
In the Matter of the Application of DTE Electric Company for Authority to Implement a Power Supply
Cost Recovery Plan in its Rate Schedules for 2016 Metered Jurisdictional Sales of Electricity,
Michigan Public Service Commission Case No. U-17920, Direct Testimony on behalf of Michigan
Environmental Council and Sierra Club, March 14, 2016.
In the Matter of the Application Seeking Approval of Ohio Power Company’s Proposal to Enter into
an Affiliate Power Purchase Agreement for Inclusion in the Power Purchase Agreement Rider, Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 14-1693-EL-RDR: Direct Testimony on Behalf of the Office of
the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, September 11, 2015; deposition, September 30, 2015; supplemental
deposition, October 16, 2015; testimony at hearings, October 21, 2015; supplemental testimony
December 28, 2015; second supplemental deposition, December 30, 2015; testimony at hearings
January 8, 2016.
Indicated Market Participants v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. EL15-88 (Capacity
Performance transition auctions), Affidavit on behalf of the Joint Consumer Representatives and
Interested State Commissions, August 17, 2015.
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ISO New England Inc. and New England Power Pool Participants Committee, FERC Docket No.
ER15-2208 (Winter Reliability Program), Testimony on Behalf of the New England States Committee
on Electricity, August 5, 2015.
Joint Consumer Representatives v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. EL15-83 (load
forecast for capacity auctions), Affidavit in Support of the Motion to Intervene and Comments of the
Public Power Association of New Jersey, July 20, 2015.
In the Matter of the Tariff Revisions Filed by ENSTAR Natural Gas Company, a Division of SEMCO
Energy, Inc., Regulatory Commission of Alaska Case No. U-14-111, Testimony on Behalf of
Matanuska Electric Association, Inc., May 13, 2015.
In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Edison Company et al for Authority to Provide for a Standard
Service Offer Pursuant to R.C. 4928.143 in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO: Direct Testimony on Behalf of the Office of the
Ohio Consumers’ Counsel and Northeast Ohio Public Energy Council, December 22, 2014;
deposition, February 10, 2015; supplemental testimony May 11, 2015; second deposition May 26,
2015; testimony at hearings, October 2, 2015; second supplemental testimony December 30, 2015;
third deposition January 8, 2016; testimony at hearings January 19, 2016; rehearing direct testimony
June 22, 2016; fourth deposition July 5, 2016; testimony at hearings July 14, 2016.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER14-2940 (RPM Triennial Review), Affidavit in
Support of the Protest of the PJM Load Group, October 16, 2014.
In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio for Authority to Establish a Standard Service
Offer in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 14-841EL-SSO: Direct Testimony on Behalf of the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, September 26,
2014; deposition, October 6, 2014; testimony at hearings, November 5, 2014.
In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Power Company for Authority to Establish a Standard Service
Offer in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 13-2385EL-SSO: Direct Testimony on Behalf of the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, May 6, 2014;
deposition, May 29, 2014; testimony at hearings, June 16, 2014.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER14-504 (clearing of Demand Response in RPM),
Affidavit in Support of the Protest of the Joint Consumer Advocates and Public Interest
Organizations, December 20, 2013.
New England Power Generators Association, Inc. v. ISO New England Inc., FERC Docket No. EL147 (administrative capacity pricing), Testimony in Support of the Protest of the New England States
Committee on Electricity, November 27, 2013.
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc., FERC Docket No. ER11-4081 (minimum
offer price rule), Affidavit In Support of Brief of the Midwest TDUs, October 11, 2013.
ANR Storage Company, FERC Docket No. RP12-479 (storage market-based rates), Prepared
Answering Testimony on behalf of the Joint Intervenor Group, April 2, 2013; Prepared Crossanswering Testimony, May 15, 2013; testimony at hearings, September 4, 2013.
In the Matter of the Application of The Dayton Power and Light Company for Approval of its Market
Rate Offer, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 12-426-EL-SSO: Direct Testimony on
Behalf of the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, March 5, 2013; deposition, March 11, 2013.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER13-535 (minimum offer price rule), Affidavit in
Support of the Protest and Comments of the Joint Consumer Advocates, December 28, 2012.
In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Edison Company, et al for Authority to Provide for a Standard
Service Offer in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No.
12-1230-EL-SSO: Direct Testimony on Behalf of the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, May
21, 2012; deposition, May 30, 2012; testimony at hearings, June 5, 2012.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER12-513 (changes to RPM), Affidavit in Support of
Protest of the Joint Consumer Advocates and Demand Response Supporters, December 22, 2011.
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People of the State of Illinois ex rel. Leon A. Greenblatt, III v Commonwealth Edison Company,
Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois, deposition, September 22, 2011; interrogatory, Feb. 22, 2011.
In the Matter of the Application of Union Electric Company for Authority to Continue the Transfer of
Functional Control of Its Transmission System to the Midwest Independent Transmission System
Operator, Inc., Missouri PSC Case No. EO-2011-0128, Testimony in hearings, February 9, 2012;
Rebuttal Testimony and Response to Commission Questions On Behalf Of The Missouri Joint
Municipal Electric Utility Commission, September 14, 2011.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., and PJM Power Providers Group v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC
Docket Nos. ER11-2875 and EL11-20 (minimum offer price rule), Affidavit in Support of Protest of
New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel, March 4, 2011, and Affidavit in Support of Request for
Rehearing and for Expedited Consideration of New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel, May 12, 2011.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER11-2288 (demand response “saturation”), Affidavit
in Support of Protest and Comments of the Joint Consumer Advocates, December 23, 2010.
North American Electric Reliability Corporation, FERC Docket No. RM10-10, Comments on
Proposed Reliability Standard BAL-502-RFC-02: Planning Resource Adequacy Analysis,
Assessment and Documentation, December 23, 2010.
In the Matter of the Reliability Pricing Model and the 2013/2014 Delivery Year Base Residual Auction
Results, Maryland Public Service Commission Administrative Docket PC 22, Comments and
Responses to Questions On Behalf of Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative, October 15, 2010.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER09-1063-004 (PJM compliance filing on pricing
during operating reserve shortages): Affidavit In Support of Comments and Protest of the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, July 30, 2010.
ISO New England, Inc. and New England Power Pool, FERC Docket No. ER10-787 (minimum offer
price rules): Direct Testimony On Behalf Of The Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control,
March 30, 2010; Direct Testimony in Support of First Brief of the Joint Filing Supporters, July 1,
2010; Supplemental Testimony in Support of Second Brief of the Joint Filing Supporters, September
1, 2010.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER09-412-006 (RPM incremental auctions): Affidavit
In Support of Protest of Indicated Consumer Interests, January 19, 2010.
In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Edison Company, et al for Approval of a Market Rate Offer to
Conduct a Competitive Bidding Process for Standard Service Offer Electric Generation Supply,
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 09-906-EL-SSO: Direct Testimony on Behalf of the
Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, December 7, 2009; deposition, December 10, 2009,
testimony at hearings, December 22, 2009.
Application of PATH Allegheny Virginia Transmission Corporation for Certificates of Public
Convenience and Necessity to Construct Facilities: 765 kV Transmission Line through Loudon,
Frederick and Clarke Counties, Virginia State Corporation Commission Case No. PUE-2009-00043:
Direct Testimony on Behalf of Commission Staff, December 8, 2009.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER09-412-000: Affidavit on Proposed Changes to
the Reliability Pricing Model on behalf of RPM Load Group, January 9, 2009; Reply Affidavit, January
26, 2009.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER09-412-000: Affidavit In Support of the Protest
Regarding Load Forecast To Be Used in May 2009 RPM Auction, January 9, 2009.
Maryland Public Service Commission et al v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. EL0867-000: Affidavit in Support Complaint of the RPM Buyers, May 30, 2008; Supplemental Affidavit,
July 28, 2008.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. ER08-516: Affidavit On PJM’s Proposed Change to
RPM Parameters on Behalf of RPM Buyers, March 6, 2008.
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PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Reliability Pricing Model Compliance Filing, FERC Docket Nos. ER051410 and EL05-148: Affidavit Addressing RPM Compliance Filing Issues on Behalf of the Public
Power Association of New Jersey, October 15, 2007.
TXU Energy Retail Company LP v. Leprino Foods Company, Inc., US District Court for the Northern
District of California, Case No. C01-20289: Testimony at trial, November 15-29, 2006; Deposition,
April 7, 2006; Expert Report on Behalf of Leprino Foods Company, March 10, 2006.
Gas Transmission Northwest Corporation, Federal Energy Regulation Commission Docket No.
RP06-407: Reply Affidavit, October 26, 2006; Affidavit on Behalf of the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers, October 18, 2006.
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Reliability Pricing Model, FERC Docket Nos. ER05-1410 and EL05148: Supplemental Affidavit on Technical Conference Issues, June 22, 2006; Supplemental Affidavit
Addressing Paper Hearing Topics, June 2, 2006; Affidavit on Behalf of the Public Power Association
of New Jersey, October 19, 2005.
Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, L.L.C., FERC Docket No. RP04-360-000: Prepared Cross
Answering Testimony, March 11, 2005; Prepared Direct and Answering Testimony on Behalf of Firm
Shipper Group, February 11, 2005.
Dynegy Marketing and Trade v. Multiut Corporation, US District Court of the Northern District of
Illinois, Case. No. 02 C 7446: Deposition, September 1, 2005; Expert Report in response to
Defendant’s counterclaims, March 21, 2005; Expert Report on damages, October 15, 2004.
Application of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, California Public Utilities Commission proceeding
A.04-03-021: Prepared Testimony, Policy for Throughput-Based Backbone Rates, on behalf of
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, May 21, 2004.
Gas Market Activities, California Public Utilities Commission Order Instituting Investigation I.02-11040: Testimony at hearings, July, 2004; Prepared Testimony, Comparison of Incentives Under Gas
Procurement Incentive Mechanisms, on behalf of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, December 10,
2003.
Application of Red Lake Gas Storage, L.P., FERC Docket No. CP02-420, Affidavit in support of
application for market-based rates for a proposed merchant gas storage facility, March 3, 2003.
Application of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, California Public Utilities Commission proceeding
A.01-10-011: Testimony at hearings, April 1-2, 2003; Rebuttal Testimony, March 24, 2003; Prepared
Testimony, Performance of the Gas Accord Market Structure, on behalf of Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, January 13, 2003.
Application of Wild Goose Storage, Inc., California Public Utilities Commission proceeding A.01-06029: Testimony at hearings, November, 2001; Prepared testimony regarding policies for backbone
expansion and tolls, and potential ratepayer benefits of new storage, on behalf of Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, October 24, 2001.
Public Utilities Commission of the State of California v. El Paso Natural Gas Co., FERC Docket No.
RP00-241: Testimony at hearings, May-June, 2001; Prepared Testimony on behalf of Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, May 8, 2001.
Application of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, California Public Utilities Commission proceeding
A.99-09-053: Prepared testimony regarding market power consequences of divestiture of
hydroelectric assets, December 5, 2000.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company, et al, FERC Docket No. EL00-95: Prepared testimony regarding
proposed price mitigation measures on behalf of Pacific Gas and Electric Co., November 22, 2000.
Application of Harbor Cogeneration Company, FERC Docket No. ER99-1248: Affidavit in support of
application for market-based rates for energy, capacity and ancillary services, December 1998.
Application of and Complaint of Residential Electric, Incorporated vs. Public Service Company of
New Mexico, New Mexico Public Utility Commission Case Nos. 2867 and 2868: Testimony at
hearings, November, 1998; Direct Testimony on behalf of Public Service Company of New Mexico
on retail access issues, November, 1998.
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Management audit of Public Service Electric and Gas’ restructuring proposal for the New Jersey
Board of Public Utilities: Prepared testimony on reliability and basic generation service, March 1998.

PUBLISHED ARTICLES
Forward Capacity Market CONEfusion, Electricity Journal Vol. 23 Issue 9, November 2010.
Reconsidering Resource Adequacy (Part 2): Capacity Planning for the Smart Grid, Public Utilities
Fortnightly, May 2010.
Reconsidering Resource Adequacy (Part 1): Has the One-Day-in-Ten-Years Criterion Outlived Its
Usefulness? Public Utilities Fortnightly, April 2010.
A Hard Look at Incentive Mechanisms for Natural Gas Procurement, with K. Costello, National
Regulatory Research Institute Report No. 06-15, November 2006.
Natural Gas Procurement: A Hard Look at Incentive Mechanisms, with K. Costello, Public Utilities
Fortnightly, February 2006, p. 42.
After the Gas Bubble: An Economic Evaluation of the Recent National Petroleum Council Study, with
K. Costello and H. Huntington, Energy Journal Vol. 26 No. 2 (2005).
High Natural Gas Prices in California 2000-2001: Causes and Lessons, Journal of Industry,
Competition and Trade, vol. 2:1/2, November 2002.
Restructuring the Electric Power Industry: Past Problems, Future Directions, Natural Resources and
Environment, ABA Section of Environment, Energy and Resources, Volume 16 No. 4, Spring, 2002.
Scarcity, Market Power, Price Spikes, and Price Caps, Electricity Journal, November, 2000.
The New York ISO’s Market Power Screens, Thresholds, and Mitigation: Why It Is Not A Model For
Other Market Monitors, Electricity Journal, August/September 2000.
ISOs: A Grid-by-Grid Comparison, Public Utilities Fortnightly, January 1, 1998.
Economic Policy in the Natural Monopoly Industries in Russia: History and Prospects (with V.
Capelik), Voprosi Ekonomiki, November 1995.
Meeting Russia's Electric Power Needs: Uncertainty, Risk and Economic Reform, Financial and
Business News, April 1993.
Russian Energy Policy through the Eyes of an American Economist, Energeticheskoye Stroitelstvo,
December 1992, p 2.
Fuel Contracting Under Uncertainty, with R. B. Fancher and H. A. Mueller, IEEE Transactions on
Power Systems, February, 1986, p. 26-33.

OTHER ARTICLES, REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS
Panel: Reserve Pricing, Organization of PJM States Spring Strategy Meeting, April 8, 2019.
Panel: Capacity Markets, AWEA Future Power Markets Summit 2018, September 5, 2018.
With Rob Gramlich, Maintaining Resource Adequacy in PJM While Accommodating State Policies: A
Proposal for the Resource-Specific FRR Alternative, July 27, 2018, prepared for Sierra Club, Natural
Resources Defense Council, District of Columbia Office of the People’s Counsel, American Council
on Renewable Energy.
Seasonal Capacity Technical Conference, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket Nos.
EL17-32 and EL17-36, Pre-Conference Comments April 11, 2018; panelist, April 24, 2018, postconference comments July 13, 2018.
Panel: Demand Response, Organization of PJM States Spring Strategy Meeting, April 9, 2018.
Panel: Energy Price Formation, Organization of PJM States Spring Strategy Meeting, April 9, 2018.
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Panel: Regional Reliability Standards: Requirements or Replaceable Relics? Harvard Electricity
Policy Group Ninetieth Plenary Session, March 22, 2018.
Panel: Transitioning to 100% Capacity Performance: Implications to Wind, Solar, Hydro and DR;
moderator; Infocast’s Mid-Atlantic Power Market Summit, October 24, 2017.
Panel: PJM Market Design Proposals Addressing State Public Policy Initiatives; Organization of PJM
States, Inc. Annual Meeting, Arlington, VA, October 3, 2017.
Post Technical Conference Comments, State Policies and Wholesale Markets Operated by ISO New
England Inc., New York Independent System Operator, Inc., and PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., FERC
Docket No. AD17-11, June 22, 2017.
Panel: How Can PJM Integrate Seasonal Resources into its Capacity Market? Organization of PJM
States, Inc. Annual Meeting, Columbus Ohio, October 19, 2016.
IMAPP “Two-Tier” FCM Pricing Proposals: Description and Critique, prepared for the New England
States Committee on Electricity, October 2016.
“Missing Money” Revisited: Evolution of PJM’s RPM Capacity Construct, report prepared for
American Public Power Association, September 2016.
Panel: PJM Grid 20/20: Focus on Public Policy Goals and Market Efficiency, August 18, 2016.
Panel: What is the PJM Load Forecast, Organization of PJM States, Inc. Annual Meeting, October
12, 2015.
PJM’s “Capacity Performance” Tariff Changes: Estimated Impact on the Cost of Capacity, prepared
for the American Public Power Association, October, 2015.
Panel: Capacity Performance (and Incentive) Reform, EUCI Conference on Capacity Markets:
Gauging Their Real Impact on Resource Development & Reliability, August 15, 2015.
Panel on Load Forecasting, Organization of PJM States Spring Strategy Meeting, April 13, 2015.
Panelist for Session 2: Balancing Bulk Power System and Distribution System Reliability in the
Eastern Interconnection, Meeting of the Eastern Interconnection States’ Planning Council, December
11, 2014.
Panel: Impact of PJM Capacity Performance Proposal on Demand Response, Mid-Atlantic
Distributed Resources Initiative (MADRI) Working Group Meeting #36, December 9, 2014.
Panel: Applying the Lessons Learned from Extreme Weather Events – What Changes Are Needed
In PJM Markets and Obligations? Infocast PJM Market Summit, October 28, 2014.
Panel on RPM: What Changes Are Proposed This Year? Organization of PJM States, Inc. 10th
Annual Meeting, Chicago Illinois, October 13-14, 2014.
Panel on centralized capacity market design going forward, Centralized Capacity Markets in
Regional Transmission Organizations and Independent System Operators, Docket No. AD13-7,
September 25, 2013; post-conference comments, January 8, 2014.
Economics of Planning for Resource Adequacy, NARUC Summer Meetings, Denver, Colorado, July
21, 2013.
The Increasing Need for Flexible Resources: Considerations for Forward Procurement, EUCI
Conference on Fast and Flexi-Ramp Resources, Chicago, Illinois, April 23-24, 2013.
Panel on RPM Issues: Long Term Vision and Recommendations for Now, Organization of PJM
States, Inc. Spring Strategy Meeting, April 3, 2013.
Comments On: The Economic Ramifications of Resource Adequacy Whitepaper, peer review of
whitepaper prepared for EISPC and NARUC, March 24, 2013.
Resource Adequacy: Criteria, Constructs, Emerging Issues, Coal Finance 2013, Institute for Policy
Integrity, NYU School of Law, March 19, 2013.
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Panel Discussion – Alternative Models and Best Practices in Other Regions, Long-Term Resource
Adequacy Summit, California Public Utilities Commission and California ISO, San Francisco,
California, February 26, 2013.
Fundamental Capacity Market Design Choices: How Far Forward? How Locational? EUCI Capacity
Markets Conference, October 3, 2012.
One Day in Ten Years? Economics of Resource Adequacy, Mid-America Regulatory Conference
Annual Meeting, June 12, 2012.
Reliability and Economics: Separate Realities? Harvard Electricity Policy Group Sixty-Fifth Plenary
Session, December 1, 2011.
National Regulatory Research Institute Teleseminar: The Economics of Resource Adequacy
Planning: Should Reserve Margins Be About More Than Keeping the Lights On?, panelist,
September 15, 2011.
Improving RTO-Operated Wholesale Electricity Markets: Recommendations for Market Reforms,
American Public Power Association Symposium, panelist, January 13, 2011.
Shortage Pricing Issues, panelist, Organization of PJM States, Inc. Sixth Annual Meeting, October 8,
2010.
National Regulatory Research Institute Teleseminar: Forecasting Natural Gas Prices, panelist, July
28, 2010.
Comments on the NARUC-Initiated Report: Analysis of the Social, Economic and Environmental
Effects of Maintaining Oil and Gas Exploration Moratoria On and Beneath Federal Lands (February
15, 2010) submitted to NARUC on June 22, 2010.
Forward Capacity Market CONEfusion, Advanced Workshop in Regulation and Competition, 29th
Annual Eastern Conference of the Center for Research in Regulated Industries, Rutgers University,
May 21, 2010.
One Day in Ten Years? Resource Adequacy for the Smart Grid, revised draft November 2009.
Approaches to Local Resource Adequacy, presented at Electric Utility Consultants’ Smart Capacity
Markets Conference, November 9, 2009.
One Day in Ten Years? Resource Adequacy for the Smarter Grid, Advanced Workshop in
Regulation and Competition, 28th Annual Eastern Conference of the Center for Research in
Regulated Industries, Rutgers University, May 15, 2009.
Resource Adequacy in Restructured Electricity Markets: Initial Results of PJM’s Reliability Pricing
Model (RPM), Advanced Workshop in Regulation and Competition, 27th Annual Eastern Conference
of the Center for Research in Regulated Industries, Rutgers University, May 15, 2008.
Statement at Federal Energy Regulatory Commission technical conference, Capacity Markets in
Regions with Organized Electric Markets, Docket No. AD08-4-000, May 7, 2008.
Raising the Stakes on Capacity Incentives: PJM’s Reliability Pricing Model (RPM), presentation at
the University of California Energy Institute’s 13th Annual POWER Research Conference, Berkeley,
California, March 21, 2008.
Raising the Stakes on Capacity Incentives: PJM’s Reliability Pricing Model (RPM), report prepared
for the American Public Power Association, March 14, 2008.
Comments on GTN’s Request for Market-Based Rates for Interruptible Transportation, presentation
at technical conference in Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. RP06-407,
September 26-27, 2006 on behalf of Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers.
Comments on Policies to Encourage Natural Gas Infrastructure, and Supplemental Comments on
Market-Based Rates Policy For New Natural Gas Storage, State of the Natural Gas Industry
Conference, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. AD05-14, October 12, 26, 2005.
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After the Gas Bubble: A Critique of the Modeling and Policy Evaluation Contained in the National
Petroleum Council’s 2003 Natural Gas Study, with K. Costello and H. Huntington, presented at the
24th Annual North American Conference of the USAEE/IAEE, July 2004.
Comments on the Pipeline Capacity Reserve Concept, State of the Natural Gas Industry
Conference, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. PL04-17, October 21, 2004.
Southwest Natural Gas Market and the Need for Storage, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s
Southwestern Gas Storage Technical Conference, docket AD03-11, August 2003.
Assessing Market Power in Power Markets: the “Pivotal Supplier” Approach and Variants, presented
at Electric Utility Consultants’ Ancillary Services Conference, November 1, 2001.
Scarcity and Price Mitigation in Western Power Markets, presented at Electric Utility Consultants’
conference: What To Expect In Western Power Markets This Summer, May 1-2, 2001.
Market Power: Definition, Detection, Mitigation, pre-conference workshop, with Scott Harvey,
January 24, 2001.
Market Monitoring in the U.S.: Evolution and Current Issues, presented at the Association of Power
Exchanges’ APEx 2000 Conference, October 25, 2000.
Ancillary Services and Market Power, presented at the Electric Utility Consultants’ Ancillary Services
Conference (New Business Opportunities in Competitive Ancillary Services Markets), Sept. 14, 2000.
Market Monitoring Workshop, presented to RTO West Market Monitoring Work Group, June 2000.
Screens and Thresholds Used In Market Monitoring, presented at the Conference on RTOs and
Market Monitoring, Edison Electric Institute and Energy Daily, May 19, 2000.
The Regional Transmission Organization’s Role in Market Monitoring, report for the Edison Electric
Institute attached to their comments on the FERC’s NOPR on RTOs, August, 1999.
The Independent System Operator’s Mission and Role in Reliability, presented at the Electric Utility
Consultants’ Conference on ISOs and Transmission Pricing, March 1998.
Independent System Operators and Their Role in Maintaining Reliability in a Restructured Electric
Power Industry, ICF Resources for the U. S. Department of Energy, 1997.
Rail Transport in the Russian Federation, Diagnostic Analysis and Policy Recommendations, with V.
Capelik and others, IRIS Market Environment Project, 1995.
Telecommunications in the Russian Federation: Diagnostic Analysis and Policy Recommendations,
with E. Whitlock and V. Capelik, IRIS Market Environment Project, 1995.
Russian Natural Gas Industry: Diagnostic Analysis and Policy Recommendations, with I. Sorokin and
V. Eskin, IRIS Market Environment Project, 1995.
Russian Electric Power Industry: Diagnostic Analysis and Policy Recommendations, with I. Sorokin,
IRIS Market Environment Project, 1995.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
United States Association for Energy Economics
Natural Gas Roundtable
Energy Bar Association
October 2019
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Public Version
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Public Version

Direct Testimony of James Wilson
Exhibit JFW-04

BEFORE THE
ALABAMA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY
In re Petition for a Certificate
of Convenience and Necessity

)
)
)

Docket No. 32953

RESPONSE OF ALABAMA POWER COMPANY
TO ENERGY ALABAMA AND GASP’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
DOCUMENT PRODUCTION REQUESTS
Alabama Power Company (“Alabama Power” or “Company”), by and through its
undersigned counsel, hereby responds to the First Set of Interrogatories and Document Production
Requests of Energy Alabama and Gasp in this docket.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Alabama Power objects to the “Instructions” and “Definitions” insofar as they

purport to impose requirements on Alabama Power inconsistent with the Rules of Practice of the
Alabama Public Service Commission or that are otherwise unreasonably burdensome, cumulative
or duplicative.
2.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they seek

information or documents protected by the attorney/client privilege, work product doctrine or other
applicable privilege.
3.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they call

for the production, development or performance of analyses, calculations or studies that have not
been performed.
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4.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they seek

information and/or documents not within the possession, custody, control or knowledge of
Alabama Power.
5.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they fail

to describe the requested information or documents with reasonable particularity, fail to define the
terms or are otherwise vague, unreasonably broad, unduly burdensome or lacking in specificity.
6.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they seek

disclosure of documents or information that is unreasonably cumulative or duplicative or that is
publicly available.
7.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they call

for the production or identification of information or documents that are not relevant to the subject
matter of the proceeding for which Energy Alabama and Gasp have been granted intervenor status
or are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
8.

Alabama Power’s responses and objections are based on its understanding of the

discovery request as phrased and on information now available to it, as determined after reasonable
diligence. Alabama Power reserves the right to amend, modify, or supplement its objections if it
obtains additional pertinent information during the course of investigation or discovery.
9.

Alabama Power does not waive any protections, rights or privileges by responding

to this discovery. All responses stated below incorporate the above stated objections and are
provided subject to and without waiving any of the objections stated above. The fact that Alabama
Power has not repeated the foregoing objections for each specific discovery request shall not waive
any of the above-stated objections.
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 1
Please provide the total costs to customers for the generation and other energy resources
proposed in the Petition.
Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, see CONFIDENTIAL
Sierra DR-1 I-13 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Baker
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 2
Please provide comprehensive details relating to the costs of the generation and other resources
proposed in the Petition, including all supporting and associated transmission and distribution
arrangements, structures, substations, and facilities, environmental control measures, facilities
and arrangements for the handling, treatment, transportation, deliver, and processing of fuel, and
any and all other appliances, appurtenances, facilities, rights, equipment, acquisitions,
commitments, and accounting authorizations necessary for or incident thereto, are reflected in
the Petition.

Response:

Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference the
response to Sierra DR-1 I-05, including CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-05 Attachments A-D,
N-Z, AE-AK.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Looney and Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 3
What is the revenue requirement impact on a total Company basis for each percentage point of
reserve margin maintained by the Company by year over the IRP planning horizon? What is the
revenue requirement per residential customer per year for each percentage point of reserve
margin?

Response:
The Company does not calculate the revenue requirement impact on a total Company basis or by
residential customer for each reserve margin percentage point. The U-Curves in Figure 1, Figure
2, and Figure 3 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study (Exhibit JBW-1 of Mr. Weathers’ Testimony)
demonstrate that while the incremental capacity cost may be lower at the lower reserve margins,
the total cost to customers is higher due to production and reliability costs.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 4
Please detail the Company’s justification for proposing recovery of costs of new resources
through Rate CNP, Rate ECR and Rate RSE, or other rate recovery mechanisms. Please detail
how the proposed recovery mechanisms will impact customer rates and bills.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, see Ms. Baker’s
Testimony for details regarding recovery of costs by project as defined by the terms of the
currently effective rate schedules attached to the testimony as Exhibit CMB-1. Reference also
CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-13 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Baker
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 5
Please detail all ownership and contract rights that the Company has with any and all affiliates,
including its parent company Southern Company, with gas production facilities, gas storage
facilities, gas transportation facilities, gas compression facilities, gas marketing facilities, and gas
distribution facilities as they affect this Petition. Please detail how the Company ensures that it
pays a fair market price for any services received from such facilities.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the Company has no
ownership or contract rights with any of its affiliates, including the parent company Southern
Company, for any gas production facilities, gas storage facilities, gas transportation facilities, gas
compression facilities, gas marketing facilities and gas distribution facilities as they affect this
Petition. Note that the Company expects Central Alabama and Barry Unit 8 to be served by
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC (“Transco”). Alabama Power’s affiliate,
Southern Company Gas, has a partial ownership on an extension to the Transco pipeline (the
Dalton Expansion Project), but that extension is in Georgia and will not be utilized to serve the
referenced facilities. Central Alabama is also connected to Southern Natural Gas Company,
L.L.C. (“SNG”), which is an affiliate of Southern Company Gas. Alabama Power does not
anticipate, however, the utilization of SNG for service to the facilities. For both Transco and
SNG, the rates for transportation service are regulated by FERC. Finally, from time to time the
Company procures gas supply from Sequent Energy Marketing (also a Southern Company Gas
affiliate). Applicable regulations require that any commodity gas procured from an affiliate be
transacted at a price not higher than market for both daily and term arrangements.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Bush
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 6
Please refer to page 6 of Mr. M. Brandon Looney’s testimony. Please provide references to
support the contention that PPAs “can create accounting liabilities that adversely impact the
Company’s effective capital structure.” Please detail how the “equity component” is calibrated
and applied to address this potential impact. Please detail how this adverse impact has affected
the Company in the past.

Response:
In 2016, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Accounting Standards Update
No. 2016-02, Leases, (codified as ASC 842) that changed the required accounting for leases
from both the perspective of lessees and lessors. ASC 842 became effective on January 1, 2019.
The most notable change is the recognition of operating leases on the balance sheet as an asset
and liability. As a liability, the operating lease may be viewed by rating agencies as long-term
debt. Including such liabilities as debt creates a higher weighting of debt in the Company’s
capital structure, which impacts Alabama Power’s credit metrics. In order to rebalance the
capital structure, incremental equity must be added to the Company’s capital structure. The
estimated cost of this equity is represented as the “equity component” in the evaluation of the
PPAs that were determined to be operating leases. Reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I05 Attachments D, F-M and W-Z.

Sponsoring Witness: Looney
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 7
Please detail all current proposals for new electric generating capacity that the Company is aware
of in its service territory and in the combined service territories of the Southern Companies over
the next 25 years. Please provide type, size (megawatts (MW)), location, and known off-taker
information for each new facility.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the Company is not
aware of any current proposals for new electric generating capacity in Southern Company’s
electric service territory. Although not indicative of proposals per se, below is a link to SOCO’s
OASIS site showing active Generator Interconnection Requests:
https://www.oasis.oati.com/woa/docs/SOCO/SOCOdocs/Active-Gen-IC-Requests.pdf.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 8
Please refer to page 11 of Mr. John B. Kelley’s testimony. Please indicate whether the Company,
alone and/or on a system-integrated basis had a capacity surplus or need in 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017, 2018, and 2019, and what the amount of that surplus/need was. If the Company was in a
position of capacity need in any of those years, please explain how the Company closed the
shortfall. If the Company was in a position of capacity surplus in any of those years, please
explain whether the Company generated any revenue through sales, or reduced revenue
requirements through reduced operations.

Response:
The table below shows the Company’s and system capacity levels (net of obligations and reserve
requirements) for the 2014-2019 period.

Year

APC and System Capacity Levels1
APC

SYSTEM

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
20192

(2,400)
(2,387)
(1,730)
(1,782)
(1,673)
682

(7,015)
(6,034)
(4,994)
(5,428)
(4,151)
(1,500)

1 – Negative is a surplus
2 – The 2019 IRP was the first year in which the winter target reserve margin was applied to the forecasted winter
peak demand. The years 2014-2018 were based on summer peak demands and target summer reserve margins.

The Company was in a position of capacity need in 2019 and was able to rely on the surplus of
the system to meet such need.
During the period when the Company had a position of capacity surplus, the Company did
generate revenues through sales to other non-affiliated entities. The Southern Pool arranges sales
to external companies when a margin is expected to be made by selling the pool’s excess energy
to the market. The table below shows a percentage of APC’s allocated annual opportunity sales
as compared to its annual load.
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Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019 YTD

% of Load
1.42%
0.82%
0.87%
0.84%
0.70%
0.44%

To the extent the Company is able to rely on excess, lower cost capacity of other operating
companies to meet its obligations, the Company incurs a lower production cost than would
otherwise have been the case had it relied upon its own higher cost resource.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 9
Please refer to Mr. Jeffrey B. Weathers’ testimony, page 2, lines 13-16, which states: “the IRP
results shown for Alabama Power, coupled with other factors impacting reliable long-term
supply, demonstrate a need for the Company to add approximately 2,400 MW of additional
resources by the 2023-2024 timeframe.” What are the “other factors impacting reliable long-term
supply”?

Response:
The subject sentence in Mr. Weathers’ testimony on page 2, lines 13-16 is a reference to Mr.
Kelley’s testimony on page 14, lines 16-18, which states: “The IRP results shown for Alabama
Power and for the system, coupled with other factors impacting reliable long-term supply,
demonstrate a need for the Company to add approximately 2400 MW of additional resources by
the 2023-2024 timeframe.” For the explanation of “other factors impacting reliable long-term
supply,” reference the question and answer in Mr. Kelley’s testimony, found on page 13 line 1
through page 14 line 11.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 10
Please detail exactly how the Company decided on the proposal to build five (and not more or
less) solar facilities paired with battery energy storage systems as part of its plans, and how the
Company decided that the plant size would be 80 MW each (and not more or less), with 80 MW
of battery energy storage. If the project proposals were informed by modeling analysis, please
detail all assumptions that were used in the modeling relating to solar resource options, including
but not limited to assumptions relating to: plant size; plant cost; management, oversight and
construction capacity; land availability; and other factors that influenced potential plant and
resource proposals for solar energy.

Response:
Reference Sierra DR-1 I-10 Attachment G and Sierra DR-1 I-24. The 80 MW sizing reflected
the guidelines and requirements established in Sierra DR-1 DPR-07 Attachment C. Reference
also Sierra DR-1 I-05 Attachments W-Z and Attachment AK.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 11
Please detail exactly how the Company determined that it would propose 200 MW in additional
DSM and DER resources (and not more or less). If the DSM proposal was informed by modeling
analysis, please detail all assumptions that were used in the modeling relating to DSM and/or
DER resource options, including but not limited to assumptions relating to: resource potential
(technical, economic, and achievable); costs; management, oversight and implementation
capacity; and other factors that influenced potential DSM and DER resource proposals in the
Petition.

Response:
Reference Direct Testimony of Mr. Kelley, page 19, line 8 through page 20, line 3; reference
also id. page 23, lines 9-23 and Sierra DR-1 I-09 Attachments A-D.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 12
Please refer to pages 19–20 of Mr. Kelley’s testimony. Please confirm that the Company’s IRP
process estimated and proposed DSM and DER options only after the decisions were made to
add new supply-side resources.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. This statement does not warrant confirmation. Reference Direct
Testimony of Mr. Kelley, Exhibit JBK-1, pages 15-19; reference also SELC DR-1 Interrogatory
11.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 13
Please explain whether the Company uses any commercial modeling tools (e.g., Pro Mod) in
preparation of its 2019 IRP. Please provide the name and costs associated with the use of such
tools. If no such modeling tools are used, please explain why not.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 5. Subject to and without waiving this objection, the following shows the
models used in preparation of the Company’s 2019 IRP.




SERVM (Strategic Energy Risk Valuation Model) is a generation reliability model used for
resource adequacy analyses.
Strategist is used to integrate the supply-side options and the demand-side programs to
produce the capacity expansion plans in the IRP.
AURORA is the production cost model used to estimate avoided energy costs for use in
various models and analyses.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 14
Please provide detailed and quantitative summaries and comparisons of all alternative resource
scenarios, resource mix analyses, or benchmarks used by the Company in its IRP process, and
how the IRP outputs varied for each scenario.

Response:
Reference Sierra DR-1 DPR-14; Direct Testimony of Mr. Looney, pages 7-8; Sierra DR-1 I-05.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 15
Please detail how the Company accounts for changing climate conditions in its forecasting.
Please explain in detail how these variables impacted the IRP process and outputs.

Response:

Each year’s load forecast incorporates the latest available complete year of actual weather
history.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 16
Please identify all changes and enhancements to the load forecasting (inputs, models,
methodology, etc.) over the past ten years, other than routine updating of the historical data.

Response:
Alabama Power works to improve the forecasting methods and assumptions for the benefit of
forecast accuracy and integrity each year.







Forecasting customer growth using customer “gains” models rather than “total” customer
count models for the residential and commercial classes.
Incorporating fewer economic variables in today’s models than in prior forecasts. Near-term
econometric models for customer usage have become less predictive since The Great
Recession.
Several updates have occurred over the past ten years to forecasting tools simply because of
aging software platforms.
Alabama Power began using a Typical Meteorological Year designation for weather for the
hourly peak calculation in 2012.
In January 2018, just prior to the B2019 forecast creation, IHS Markit became the new
provider of economic data and forecasts.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 17
Please identify all changes and enhancements to the methodology for determining weather
normalized historical summer and winter peak demands over the past ten years, other than
routine updating of the historical data.

Response:
Over the referenced period, the Company implemented the process of determining a weather
normalized summer and winter peak demand. Reference also the response to SELC DR-1 DPR18.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 18
Please refer to pages 19–22 of the 2019 IRP. Please confirm that the short-term and long-term
peak load forecasts are considered to be median (“50-50”) values, that is, it should be equally
likely that actual peaks will exceed or fall short of these forecast values. If not confirmed,
explain what these forecasts should be understood to represent.

Response:
The peak load forecast is a median forecast.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 19
Were any adjustments applied to the load forecasts, for instance, to reflect a large industrial plant
closure, or a large new customer? If so, for each such adjustment, provide the following:
a. The reason for the adjustment.
b. The values for the adjustment (GWh energy and MW peak by month, through the
forecast period).
c. Explain the principles and methodology the Company generally applies to
determine whether an anticipated large change in load (such as a large new
customer, or a plant closure by an existing large customer) should result in such
an external adjustment.
d. Identify all instances over the past ten years where the Company has applied an
external adjustment to its load forecast. For each instance, identify the cause of
the adjustment and the magnitude of the adjustment, and explain the analysis
performed by the Company to determine that the adjustment should be applied,
and the magnitude.
Response:
Alabama Power demand and energy forecasts include the effects of known or expected changes
respecting customer loads (e.g., the addition or loss of an industrial or wholesale customer). The
effects of passive demand-side management programs also are recognized in the forecasts.
Reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-04 Attachment B.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 20
Please refer to pages 19–22 of the 2019 IRP. Were any alternative or sensitivity runs made of the
load forecast econometric models (such as, with a different historical time frame)? If so, please
provide full details of all alternative or sensitivity runs.

Response:
Many alternative evaluations of the econometric models were made prior to finalization.
Evaluations included alternatives such as different historical time frames and different economic
variables. These alternate runs were not retained.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 21
Please refer to the 2019 IRP, pages 20–21. Please provide a description of the primary drivers,
by MW amount, for major changes in the Figure III-B-I, including the years 2010-2019, on a
historical basis, and the years 2020–2038, on a projected basis.

Response:

Figure III-B-I highlights the APC historical and forecast weather normal Peak Demand. As
indicated, the historical summer peak is trending downward while the historical winter peak is
growing. In general, the drivers of change in the historical period are economic conditions and
energy efficiency.
In the Forecast Period, at the end of 2021 and at the end of 2025 it is assumed that contracts for
existing wholesale customers terminate. This assumption causes two sharp reductions in the
peak demand forecast, approximately 155MW in 2022 and 750MW in 2026. Contrasting these
potential losses are the addition of several industrial economic development projects in the years
2021 and 2022.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 22
Please refer to the 2019 IRP, page 20–21 and Figure III-B-1. Please explain and detail the level
of DSM program activity conducted by the Company to address peak demand in each year from
2005–2019. Please provide annual budgets, annual spending, number of customers served,
number of MW reduced, and descriptions of key programs.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 5 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, Figure III-B-1
incorporates the effect of the Company’s passive DSM programs. The chart below includes the
estimated impacts of these programs on the Company’s summer peak (2013-2018) and winter
peak (2019).

Budget
Year
B2013
B2014
B2015
B2016
B2017
B2018
B2019

Total
Capacity Passive
Year
MW
2014
276
2015
292
2016
297
2017
301
2018
368
2019
370
2020
368

Reference also CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 I-22 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 23
Please provide a detailed explanation of the projections for Active Demand Side Option (“DSO”)
Contract Amounts and Active DSO Resource Deferral Amounts for both winter and summer
between 2019 and 2038.

Response:

Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, Reference Direct
Testimony of Mr. Kelley, Exhibit JBK-1, Appendix 2.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 24
What level of forced outages were modeled in the 2019 IRP?

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 I-24 Attachment A. The SERVM model randomly
assesses unplanned maintenance probabilities and unplanned outages, including incremental
temperature-dependent outage probabilities. Reference Direct Testimony of Mr. Weathers,
Exhibit JBW-1, pages 18-21.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 25
Please refer to page 24 of the 2019 IRP. What has been the Company’s LOLE achievement in
each of the years 2000–2019? What level of LOLE is predicted for the Company for each year of
the IRP planning horizon?

Response:
Since LOLE is a probabilistic planning measure, there are no records of actual achievement for
historical years. However, there was not a firm load shed event in the years 2000-2019. As
reflected in the 2018 Reserve Margin Study, a 26% Winter Target Reserve Margin and a 16.25%
Summer Target Reserve margin results in an expected LOLE of 1:10 across the planning
horizon.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 26
Please refer to Mr. Weathers’ testimony, page 4, lines 7–8, stating that Southern Company
Services conducts a Reserve Margin Study every three years. Please explain the process for
conducting the most recent Reserve Margin Study.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference Exhibit
JBW-1 (including but not limited to pages i – xiii).

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 27
What assumptions were changed between the Company’s 2015 Reserve Margin Study and the
2018 Reserve Margin Study? Please provide a summary with all associated data. In particular,
describe how the assumptions about winter peak load variability were changed, and the basis for
the changes.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 I-27 Attachment A. Reference also Sierra DR-1 DPR10 Attachment A and Exhibit JBW-1 (including section I).

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 28
Please refer to page 2 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Was the neural net model used to
develop the load shapes for all hours, or was a different approach used for some hours, such as
the most extreme temperatures? If a different approach was used for some hours, if so, please
explain why.

Response:
For temperatures levels with fewer than 100 data points in the 2010-2015 period, neural net
lacked sufficient observations to develop a correlation. Therefore, load during these hours was
calculated using a peak load adjustment factor.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 29
Please refer to page 2 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Explain why the neural net model was
calibrated using weather and load data from 2010 to 2015 only.

Response:
Calibrating neural net with more recent load data provided a more current representation of
customer usage patterns. Use of load patterns for all 54 historical weather years would have
resulted in customer usage patterns not reflective of those prevailing at the time of the study.
Complete weather data for 2016 and 2017 were not available for inclusion in the study.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 30
Please refer to pages 7–9 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. What was the basis for the scarcity
pricing curve used in the 2018 Reserve Margin Study?

Response:
The scarcity pricing curve used eight years (2010-2017) of historical market purchases to
estimate the market purchase cost in scarcity scenarios.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 31
Please refer to the demand response assumptions discussed on page 28 of the 2018 Reserve
Margin Study. What quantities of each category of demand response were represented? Please
describe any limits placed on each category of the demand response resources (such as contract
constraints, maximum responses per year, or minimum market price for demand response to be
called, etc.).

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 I-31 Attachment A. DSO program descriptors for
other operating companies (including the corresponding operating company) have been masked.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 32
Does the model used in the 2018 Reserve Margin Study recognize that if load growth is greater
than expected over time, the Company may adjust capacity accordingly (retirements may be
delayed or new resource development may be accelerated, etc.)? If so, describe how the model
represents such responses to stronger than anticipated load growth uncertainty. If not, explain
how ignoring such reactions is a reasonable assumption.

Response:
The Reserve Margin Study is a single year study; therefore, load growth uncertainty over time is
not addressed in the study. The model recognizes that the load forecast for the single study year
does have some uncertainty. That uncertainty is accounted for in the modeled load for each case
and is addressed with existing generating resources and purchases.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 33
In the 2018 Reserve Margin Study, how was the potential assistance from adjacent and
interconnected areas represented, under normal and shortage conditions?

Response:
Reference Direct Testimony of Mr. Weathers, Exhibit JBW-1, pages 4-9. Reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-40 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 34
Please refer to Mr. Kelley’s testimony, page 5, lines 2-3, which states: “In addition, the longterm load forecasts of the individual operating companies are combined into a single integrated
forecast, which enables them to benefit from system diversity through reserve margins that are
lower than would be required were each to operate on a stand-alone basis.” Explain how the
forecasts are combined among the operating companies.

Response:
The single integrated forecast is developed by summing each operating companies’ peak demand
forecast. Recognizing that the operating companies do not experience peak demands at the same
time, a system load diversity factor is then applied to the sum of the individual operating
company forecasts, which results in a single integrated forecast for the system that is lower than
the sum of the individual operating company peak demand forecasts.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 35
Please explain the statement that “Alabama Power cannot and should not count on the sustained
availability of capacity owned by its retail affiliates for use in serving the requirements of
Alabama customers, particularly given the Company’s reliability obligations as a regulated
public utility under Alabama law” as stated in Mr. Kelley’s testimony, page 14, lines 8–11.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference the Direct
Testimony of Mr. Kelley, page 5, lines 10-17 and page 13, line 1 through page 14, line 11.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 36
Please refer to pages 22–23 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Please explain the operating
reserve assumptions, and in particular the assumed operating reserves 1) under extreme cold
conditions, and 2) when loss of load occurs.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference the Direct
Testimony of Mr. Weathers, Exhibit JBW-1, Section J: Commitment and Operating Reserves.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 37
Please refer to Mr. Kelley’s testimony, page 14, lines 1–7, which states: “I would emphasize that
Alabama Power is not suggesting, and does not know, what Georgia Power’s ultimate plans may
be for the Bowen units . . . . Alternatively, these companies could seek to make wholesale sales
predicated on their owned capacity.” Has Alabama Power explored the possibility of contracting
with Georgia Power, or other retail operating companies, for capacity? If not, explain why not.

Response:
The prospect a long-term contract for capacity with Georgia Power (or with other retail operating
companies) did not arise during Alabama Power’s solicitation process. This was not surprising,
as any such contracts for excess capacity would be required to be cost-based and not competitive
with prevailing market offerings.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 38
Please indicate what capacity credit the Company currently assigns to various solar resources for
purposes of reserve margin calculations, and the source for those values, including
documentation.

Response:
SERVM itself does not utilize “capacity contribution values” in its analyses. Rather, it applies a
unique output profile for each renewable resource for each individual weather year, which
establishes that resource’s estimated contribution to reliability under those weather assumptions.
However, the capacity reduction process used to establish the starting point for the 2018 Reserve
Margin Study (i.e., 10 percent reserve margin for the traditional study) used average “capacity
contribution values” of 39 percent in the summer and 17 percent in the winter. These values were
applied to all existing renewable resources in the base case and were determined by calculating
the seasonal Incremental Capacity Equivalent (ICE Factor) for the aggregate renewable portfolio.
These same values were used for the capacity reduction process for all the reserve margin
analyses, including sensitivities.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 39
Please refer to page 29 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study, which states: “[T]he Southern
Companies maintain the right to use the electricity and all environmental attributes associated
with all renewable projects discussed in this report for the benefit of its customers. This includes
the right to use the electricity and the environmental attributes for the service of customers, as
well as the right to sell environmental attributes, separately or bundled with electricity, to third
parties.” Please detail exactly how the Company has used electricity and environmental attributes
from renewable resources and how it plans to do so over the planning horizon for the IRP.

Response:
In general, when a renewable resource generates a megawatt hour (MWh) of electricity, it also
creates an instrument representing all of the environmental, non-power benefits of that MWh,
which is called a renewable energy certificate (REC).
With limited exceptions, when Alabama Power purchases or receives power from a renewable
generator, it reserves the ability to retire the associated RECs on behalf of its general retail load
or to sell those RECs to others (including but not limited to retail electric customers). Alabama
Power has taken each of the described paths and expects to continue to do so across the planning
horizon. The cited statement, which is consistent with guidance from the Federal Trade
Commission, is intended to make clear that Alabama Power retains the above-described rights,
and has not made firm plans for the specific use of the RECs.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Interrogatory 40
Please state the number of requests for proposal (“RFPs”) and corresponding MWs of RFPs
submitted by bidders in the Commission’s Order for Docket No. 32382 from the years 20152019. Please refer to Mr. Kelley’s testimony, pages 16–19, for reference to this docket.

Response:
Pursuant to the Commission’s Order Docket No. 32383, Alabama Power has issued two (2)
RFPs in connection with the referenced docket. The 2016 RFP elicited 6,650 MW; the 2018
RFP elicited 4,576 MW.
Reference also Sierra DR-1 I-10.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 1
Please provide Excel spreadsheets, with cells unlocked and all source data, for all data charts and
tables that have been redacted in the Petition and its supporting exhibits.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference the
following:
For Mr. Looney’s exhibit MBL-1, reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-05 Attachment AJ.
For Mr. Weathers’ exhibit JBW-1, reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-01
Attachments A-AI.
For Mr. Kelley’s exhibit JBK-1, reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-18 for Figure IIIB-1 and reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-01 Attachment AJ for the values in the
remainder of the tables requested, except for the information contained in Figure III-F-1, which
is reflected in tabular form and entirely self-contained and evident in the non-public version of
the Petition. The allocated expansion CTs and CCs shown are the result of the operating
company allocation of expansion units resulting from the system Resource Mix Study. The
allocation of expansion units includes proprietary information of the other retail operating
companies and is not available.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley, Weathers, Looney
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 2
Please provide a comprehensive table of all assumptions associated with all resources evaluated
in the IRP. Please include prices, capacity factors, emissions, past and future environmental
compliance costs, water requirements and costs, operating and maintenance costs, and all other
assumptions that could impact identification and selection of the resource in the IRP process.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 3. Subject to and without waiving these objections, candidate expansion
units evaluated for the IRP are reflected in the Generation Technology Databook (“GTDB”),
which was provided as CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-25 Attachment B. The information for
the bids and proposals in the resource portfolio requesting to be certified was provided in
response to Sierra DR-1 I-05.

Sponsoring Witness: Looney and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 3
Please provide the short-term and long-term energy, summer peak, and winter peak demand
forecasts used in the 2019 IRP with workpapers for all data tables. Please provide all available
geographic and seasonal/monthly/daily/hourly details as applicable to each data table or
database.

Response:
Short-term and long-term energy forecasts along with all linked workpapers were supplied in
CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-04 Attachments A-E. Also reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra
DR-1 I-01 Attachment P and CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 DPR-02 Attachments A and B.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 4
Please provide complete workpapers for all energy and peak load forecasts used in the 2019 IRP,
Ex. JBK-1, and please provide the following:
a. Provide all inputs to the load forecasting models (customer growth projections, all
economic and demographic data from IHS Markit used in the forecast, all other
inputs), with full details (geographic, sectoral, and temporal granularity).
b. Provide the latest available values for all inputs used for the load forecasts (latest
forecasts from IHS Markit, etc.).
c. Provide all outputs and intermediate results of the load forecasting models.
Response:
Reference the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-03.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 5
Please provide complete documentation for all load forecasts used in the 2019 IRP, including
documentation of any ancillary, preparatory, or pre-calculations that were used.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference the
response to SELC DR-1 DPR-03, which includes a complete set of workpapers for the energy
and peak demand forecast. Reference also CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-05 Attachment
A.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 6
Please provide full documentation for “[t]he other major input, per customer electricity
consumption,” as referenced on page 19 of the 2019 IRP.

Response:
See response to SELC DR-1 DPR-03 and SELC DR-1 DPR-05 which includes a complete set of
workpapers for the energy and customers.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 7
If there were any adjustments applied to the load forecasts, as discussed in Interrogatory 19,
please provide all communications with IHS Markit relevant to the decision to make the
adjustment.

Response:
There were no communications with IHS Markit relevant to the decision to make any
adjustments to the forecast.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 8
Please provide all statistics for all econometric models used in the load forecasting.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, see response to
SELC DR-1 DPR-03 which includes a complete set of workpapers for the energy and peak
demand forecast.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 9
Please provide historical hourly loads, for as far back in time as available, and with the full
available geographic granularity. Indicate whether the historical loads are unrestricted or reflect
load management. Provide the associated hourly load management for each hour. Provide the
corresponding temperature and wind data for all weather stations used in the load forecasting
models, and identify the weightings applied to the various stations.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4, 5 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-09 Attachment A and CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR22 Attachment A. The historical loads are adjusted to reflect load management (i.e., the removal
of the effects of active demand side resource operation). Hourly Temperatures reflect hourly
data and weather load weightings of 59 percent for Birmingham; 23 percent for Montgomery;
and 18 percent for Mobile weather stations. Wind data was not used in B2019 load forecasting
models.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 10
Please provide all previous load forecasts, in MW and MWh, used in past IRPs over the past 15
years. Please provide actual demand levels (MW) and net energy sales (MWh) for each year.

Response:

Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-10 Attachment A. Comparable data for the 2004
IRP was not readily available.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 11
If the Company has evaluated the accuracy of its past load forecasts, please provide all analysis
and documents addressing the historical accuracy of its past load forecasts.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-11 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 12
Please refer to Mr. Weathers’ testimony, page 7, lines 13–19 and page 8, lines 5–13, discussing
the drivers for increased winter reliability risks. Please provide any research or analysis the
Company has performed to understand the drivers of recent winter peak loads.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-17 Attachment A; see also CONFIDENTIAL
Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment O.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 13
Please provide all studies that the Company has conducted or consulted to determine or
understand the relationship between weather conditions (such as temperature and wind speeds)
and loads under extreme cold conditions.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment O (Staff’s Second Data Request Q1
and Q2); reference also CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-18 Attachment B.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 14
If the Company evaluated the potential for energy efficiency or demand reduction programs
focused on winter peak demand conditions, please provide all research and analysis used in the
evaluation.

Response:
Refer to the response for Sierra DR-1 I-09.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 15
If Company has prepared plans to appeal to the public when extreme cold conditions are
anticipated (such appeal could, for instance, request customers for one-time changes to their
thermostat settings, to pre-warm interior spaces), please provide all details of such plans.

Response:
The Southern Balancing Authority (“SBA”) maintains emergency operating plans in conjunction
with Alabama Power that include the Public Appeal for Energy Conservation in accordance with
NERC Emergency Operations Standards EOP-011-1. The SBA emergency operating plan
includes provisions for appealing to the public for voluntary load reductions at the appropriate
time. The SBA emergency operating plans are considered Critical Energy Infrastructure
Information (“CEII”) and are not being provided due to security considerations.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 16
Please provide the history and forecast of wholesale peak load and energy by month, with details
by wholesale customer. Provide full details of past, current, and anticipated future wholesale
contracts, identifying the contractual provisions for energy and capacity.
Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4, 5 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-16 Attachments A-B.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 17
Please refer to page 20 of the 2019 IRP. Please provide full details of the appliance and lighting
penetration and efficiency assumptions and identify the source of the assumptions.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-17 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 18
Please refer to pages 19–22 of the 2019 IRP and Figure III-B-1. Please provide full
documentation of the methodology used to calculate the Alabama Power Weather Normalized
Historical Peak Demands (summer and winter). Provide complete workpapers for Figure III-B-1
including all inputs, outputs and intermediate calculations of the weather normalized values.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-18 Attachments A-B.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 19
Please provide weather normalized historical summer and winter peak demands for as far back as
available, and with all available geographic and seasonal/monthly details.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 5 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-18 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 20
Please refer to Interrogatory 17. Provide full documentation of all earlier weather normalization
methodologies used by the Company. Provide the resulting weather normalized peak loads that
resulted from these earlier methodologies.

Response:
Reference SELC DR-1 I-17 and CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-18 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 21
Please provide the weather normalization studies referred to on page 19 of the 2019 IRP.

Response:

Reference the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-18.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 22
Please provide the historical weather data used for weather normalization, for all stations
considered relevant to the load forecasts, and for as far back as the weather data is available.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4, 5 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-22 Attachment A, which contains weighted hourly
temperatures for 1980-2018. Hourly Temperatures reflect hourly data and weather load
weightings of 59 percent for Birmingham; 23 percent for Montgomery; and 18 percent for
Mobile weather stations.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 23
Please refer to page 23 of the 2019 IRP. Please provide the “more than forty years” of weather
data used to determine the System’s weather-normal load forecasts.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, weather data
underlying the System forecasts (i.e., the forecasts for each operating company, including
Alabama Power) is not readily available. Reference SELC DR-1 DPR-22 Attachment A for
weather data respecting Alabama Power’s forecast. Also note that the statement on page 23 of
the 2019 IRP was a reference to the 2018 Reserve Margin Study, p. ii, and thus should have
stated “thirty” rather than “forty” years.

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 24
Please refer to the 2018 Reserve Margin Study and provide the following:
a. All inputs, outputs, and intermediate results;
b. The full set of historical hourly load and weather data that was used in the study
or in preparation of any inputs to the study;
c. Complete workpapers for all analysis supporting the 2018 Reserve Margin Study
and its results. In particular, provide workpapers for all figures, showing all
calculations with formulas intact from source inputs;
d. Full documentation of all assumptions.
e. All documentation of the SERVM model used for this analysis; and
f. Full documentation of any ancillary calculations used in the 2018 Reserve Margin
Study.
Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5 for request items (a) and (e). Subject to and without waiving
these objections:
24a. Reference the response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-04.
24b. Reference the responses to SELC DR-1 DPR-27 and 28, and Sierra DR-1 DPR-13.
24c. Reference the responses provided in Sierra DR-1 DPR-04 and 10.
24d. Full documentation is in Section I: Assumptions of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study (Exhibit
JBW-1 of Mr. Weather’s Testimony).
24e. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-24 Attachment A.
24f. Reference the response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-04; the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-50b; and
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-24 Attachments B-L.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 25
Please refer to Interrogatory 27 requesting information on the assumptions used in the 2015
Reserve Margin Study and the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Please provide all data described or
summarized in response to Interrogatory 27.

Response:
Reference Exhibit JBW-1, Section I.R (for fuel availability assumptions); reference responses to
SELC DR-1 I-27, DPR-33, and DPR-43, and Sierra DR-1 DPR-04; reference also
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-25 Attachments A-D.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 26
Please refer to pages 1–4 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide full documentation and
workpapers for the development of the annual load shapes.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-26 Attachment A and CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR27 Attachments A-D and for responsive information regarding neural net modeling.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 27
Please refer to Interrogatory 28, requesting information about the neural net model. Provide full
documentation and workpapers for the “neural net model” used to develop the weather year load
shapes (2018 Reserve Margin Study, p. 2). If a different approach was used for some hours,
please provide complete documentation and workpapers for the different approach.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-27 Attachments A-B for documentation on the
neural net modeling. The model was trained using the load data in attachment CONFIDENTIAL
SELC DR-1 DPR-27 Attachment C. The planning adjustment factor referenced in SELC DR-1
I-28 that was used for temperatures with less than 100 data points utilizes a linear regression
based on the temperatures with more than 100 data points. CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR27 Attachment D reflects the high and low temperature cutoffs for which less than 100 data
points were available. This spreadsheet also contains the historical hourly temperature data.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 28
Please refer to Interrogatory 29, requesting explanation of why the neural net model was
calibrated using weather and load data from 2010 to 2015 only. Please provide the same weather
and load data for all years for which it is available.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3 and 4. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the requested
data is not readily available.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 29
Please refer to pages 4–9 and 36 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide all documents and
workpapers that support the adopted assumptions with regard to the quantity and prices of
Emergency Purchases. Provide documentation of the methodology that determines actual
Emergency Purchases (as shown, for example in Table II.3 at p. 37).

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3 and 4. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the purchase
and sales logic compares the market price in each region to determine whether opportunities for
purchases and sales exist. The regional market price is established as the marginal dispatch price
plus the scarcity price as determined by the Operating Response Demand Curve (Figure I.4 on
page 8 of the Reserve Margin Study). For workpapers associated with the development of the
Operating Response Demand Curve, reference the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-31.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 30
Please refer to pages 4–9 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Identify the types of entities that
provide emergency purchases, and that earn the Scarcity Prices when applicable (merchant
plants, other utilities, public power entities, etc.). To the extent these sales are at prices in excess
of the entities' costs, explain what parties ultimately profit from the sales or scarcity pricing (the
entities, themselves, their customers, etc.) Explain whether any of these margins flow back to
the Company's customers.

Response:
The types of entities that may provide such emergency purchases include investor owned
utilities, Regional Transmission Organizations (via their real time markets), merchant generators,
electric cooperative utilities, and municipal public utilities. The Company is not aware of how
such parties handle proceeds from these purchases, except that proceeds are not returned to the
Company’s customers.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 31
Please refer to pages 7–9 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Please provide full documentation
and workpapers for the scarcity pricing assumptions.
a. Provide the exact assumed relationship between operating reserve level and price
in electronic form.
b. Provide all studies or reports indicating that the Company’s neighbors have in the
past, or would in the future, price assistance through the ties in this manner.
c. Provide all available historical data on imports showing prices and quantities.
Response:
Reference Sierra DR-1 DPR-04 Attachment K.
31a. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-31 Attachments A-B.
31b. and c. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-43 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 32
Please refer to pages 9–11 and 59–60 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide full
documentation and workpapers for the Load Forecast Uncertainty assumptions (pages 9–11) and
the Short-Term Load Forecast Error assumptions (pages 59–60).

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-32 Attachments A-B.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 33
Please refer to pages 20–21 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide documentation and
complete workpapers for the “incremental cold weather outages” assumptions and for Figure I.6.
Provide all support for the claim that outage impacts can increase in an “exponential manner”
under extreme weather conditions.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 4. Subject to and without waiving these objections Reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-33 Attachment A. The expectations regarding the
exponential nature of outages relate to system operators’ knowledge and experience with the
facilities and equipment under management. For a similar relationship in another region,
reference SELC DR-1 DPR-33 Attachment B.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 34
Please refer to pages 24–25 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide all documents and
workpapers that support the adopted assumptions with regard to Planned Outages at the time of
the winter and summer peaks (p. 23).

Response:
SERVM schedules planned outages using methods that facilitate the avoidance of planned
maintenance during peak load periods. Figure 1.8 in Exhibit JBW-1 shows the resulting
probabilities of such scheduling by month. CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-34 Attachment
A contains the workpapers associated with Figure I.8.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 35
Please refer to page 25–26 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide all documents and
workpapers that support the adopted assumptions with regard to dispatcher peak load forecast
error.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-35 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 36
Please refer to page 28 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Please provide historical (20 years)
and projected (planning horizon) utilization and capacity factor data for all pumped storage
facilities.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 4 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the
Company does not own the pumped storage facilities referenced on page 28 of the 2018 Reserve
Margin Study (Exhibit JBW-1 of Mr. Weathers’ Testimony), and the requested information is
not available as it is proprietary to another operating company.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 37
Please refer to page 28 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide full details of the demand
response assumptions and the dispatch prices and assumptions for the demand response.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 I-31 Attachment A.
Dispatch prices modeled for each demand side option category are as follows:
 RTP triggered and valued at $800/MWh
 CVR triggered and valued at $650/MWh
 DLC triggered and valued at $750/MWh
 Interruptible customers triggered for emergency only
 Valued in Bathtub Curve at $755/MWh - $765/MWh (depending upon loading group)
 Stand-by Generators triggered for emergency only
 Valued in Bathtub Curve at $770/MWh

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 38
Please refer to page 31 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide the Freeman, Sullivan &
Company outage cost survey.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-38 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 39
Please refer to page 34–35 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study, which discusses the Monte Carlo
simulations to determine if the system experiences loss of load. Please provide in electronic
form the details of every simulation iteration that results in loss of load for the simulations
supporting the recommended reserve margins. For each such Monte Carlo iteration, identify the
date and hour, weather scenario, load forecast uncertainty scenario, dispatcher load estimate
error, the probability assigned to the iteration, the temperature in the hour, the load, the output of
each resource category including demand response, renewables, and market purchases,
transmission availability, the operating reserves, the total forced outage, and the amount of
unserved load.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the requested
information does not exist, as the model was not designed to retain the results of every run (which
for the 2018 Reserve Margin Study, would approximate over 8.5 million production cost
simulations). Case specific monthly aggregated data providing information similar to that
requested can be found in the SERVM output data included as part of the Company’s responses to
Sierra DR-1 DPR-04.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 40
Please refer to Interrogatory 33, requesting information on the potential assistance from adjacent
and interconnected areas. Please provide all data and assumptions.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-40 Attachment A.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 41i
Please refer to Interrogatory 34, regarding how the operating companies’ forecasts are combined
into a single integrated forecast. Provide complete workpapers for this process.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 4. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the requested
workpapers contain information proprietary to the other operating companies and is not
available. Reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-01 Attachment P for Alabama Power’s
forecast. As stated in the response to Interrogatory 34, the integrated forecast is developed by
summing the operating companies’ non-coincident peaks and then applying a system load
diversity factor, which results in a single integrated forecast for the system that is lower than the
sum of the individual operating company peak demand forecasts. Reference the response to
SELC DR-1 DPR-48 for more information on how the system load diversity factor is calculated.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 42
Please refer to Interrogatory 37, regarding whether Alabama Power has explored the possibility
of contracting with Georgia Power or other retail operating companies for capacity. Provide all
relevant documents and analyses.

Response:
Reference the response to SELC DR-1 I-37.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 43
Please refer to pages A15-A16 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide documentation and
complete workpapers for the Market Purchase Availability assumptions.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 DPR-04 Attachments H-I; CONFIDENTIAL SELC
DR-1 DPR-43 Attachments A-B. Reference also SELC DR-1 I-30 and DPR-29 regarding
scarcity pricing.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 44
Please refer to page B-1 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide the SERVM Reliability Cost
Report. Provide all other SERVM reports, including reports showing inputs, outputs, and
debugging information.

Response:
Reference the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-45 which contain the SERVM Reliability Cost
Reports for each season; otherwise, reference the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-24.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 45
Please refer to Appendix B of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide documentation and
complete workpapers for the Capacity Worth Factors.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-45 Attachment A for the workpapers that
converted the official B2018 8760 CWFT into the 12x24 indicative table associated with Table
B.1 in Appendix B of the Reserve Margin Study. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1
DPR-45 Attachment B for the workpapers associated with the “smoothing” calculations that
produced the official B2018 8760 CWFT from the raw model output. Reference
CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-45 Attachment C for the workpapers that converted the raw
output from the model into the 12x24 illustrative table associated with Table B.2 in Appendix B
of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study (Exhibit JBW-1 of Mr. Weathers’ Testimony). No smoothing
was applied for this indicative table.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 46
Please refer to page viii of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide full documentation and all
data for the Value at Risk calculations.

Response:
Reference CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 DPR-04 Attachments A-B.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 47
Please refer to the 2018 Reserve Margin Study. Provide the Company’s procedures for
emergency conditions, identifying all steps taken as reserves decline before rotating outages are
initiated. Provide the procedures for rotating outages as applicable to extreme cold winter
morning conditions.

Response:
Reference the response to SELC DR-1 DPR-15.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 48
Please refer to Mr. Kelley’s testimony, page 9, lines 19–21: “Thus, for purposes of long-term
planning, Alabama Power’s diversified summer target reserve margin is 14.89 percent and its
diversified winter target reserve margin is 25.25 percent.” Please provide documentation and
complete workpapers for the calculation of these reserve margins.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 4. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the complete
workpapers for this process reflect information proprietary to other operating companies and are
not available. Reference the response to Sierra DR-1 Interrogatory 16 for information regarding
the Company. In addition, the following explanation demonstrates how the calculations of
system load diversity and operating company diversified target reserve margins are performed.
System load diversity is calculated using 10 years of rolling historical load data. Over this 10year period, an average system load diversity is calculated by dividing the system coincident
peak (CP) demand by the sum of the operating company non-coincident peak (NCP) demands
for each month of each year and for the full year.
Diversity = 1 – (System CP / Sum of NCP Loads)
The rolling 10-year average annual System load diversity value is then used to calculate an
operating company diversified target reserve margin that is less than the system target reserve
margin. This allows the operating companies to plan to a lower target reserve margin due to the
benefit of System load diversity.
Operating Company Diversified Target Reserve Margin = (1+System Target Reserve Margin) *
(1-Diversity) – 1
Reference FIGURE ES-1: Summer and Winter Target Planning Reserve Margin Comparison
included in the Company’s IRP Summary report (Exhibit JBK-1 of Mr. Kelley’s Testimony) to
see the system and operating company target reserve margins used in the Company’s 2019 IRP.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 49
Please refer to page 26 of the 2019 IRP. Please produce any independent analyses of an
economically efficient winter or summer reserve margin that has been conducted for the
Company.

Response:
No independent analysis has been performed.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 41ii
Please refer to pages 55–60 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study addressing sensitivity analyses.
Provide full details of the inputs and outputs of all sensitivity cases.

Response:
Reference the response to Sierra DR-1 DPR-24 (CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 DPR-04
Attachment D includes SERVM output reports including sensitivity cases).

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 50
Please refer to the 2018 Reserve Margin Study pages 55–60 addressing sensitivity analyses.
Please provide the following additional sensitivity analyses:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

Increase winter demand response to the level of summer demand response.
Remove the incremental cold weather outages.
Remove the Load Forecast Uncertainty.
Remove the weather data earlier than 1996.
Modify the load shapes such that the incremental impact of lower temperatures,
below 13 degrees, is half the incremental impact in the 13 to 20 degree range. Use
the summer and winter load shapes from the prior Resource Adequacy Study.
Remove all planned and maintenance outages from the winter peak hours.
Assume maximum output of pumped hydro facilities during winter peak hours.
Use a $500/MWh strike price for all Demand Response.
Use $2,000/MWh as the maximum scarcity price.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 4, 5 and 7. Subject to and without waiving these objections, for 50b,
reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-50 Attachments A-E. For 50i, the 2018 reserve
margin study was performed utilizing a maximum scarcity price of $2,000/MWh per Figure I.4
on page 8 of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study (Exhibit JBW-1 of Mr. Weathers’ Testimony).

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 51
With respect to General Residential Customers, please provide monthly figures since January 2015
for each of the data points listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

Total number of accounts
Total billing
Total receipts
Total number of Protected Accounts
i. For Protected Accounts, please disaggregate by reason for
protection (e.g., financial hardship, serious illness, disability or age
status, etc.)
Number of unpaid accounts 60-90 days after issuance of a bill
Dollar value of unpaid accounts 60-90 days after issuance of a bill
Number of unpaid accounts 90+ days after issuance of a bill
Dollar value of unpaid accounts 90+ days after issuance of a bill
Total number of unpaid accounts
Total dollar value of unpaid accounts
Total number of accounts charged receiving a collection charge
Dollar value of collection charges
Total number of accounts charged a reconnection charge
Number of accounts referred to collection agencies
Number of new payment agreements entered into
Number of new budget or levelized plans entered into
Number of accounts sent a notice of disconnection for non-payment
Number of service disconnections for non-payment
Number of service restorations
Average duration of service disconnection for restored accounts
Number of accounts classified as Bad Debt
Dollar value of accounts classified as Bad Debt
Dollar value of recovered Bad Debt
Total number of customers charged a late payment fee
Total dollar value of late payment charges

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 4, 5 and 7.
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 52
With respect to General Residential Customers, please provide by 5-digit zip code monthly figures
since January 2015 for each of the data points listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Total number of accounts
Total billing
Total receipts
Total number of Protected Accounts
ii. For Protected Accounts, please disaggregate by reason for
protection (e.g., financial hardship, serious illness, disability or age
status, etc.)
Number of accounts referred to collection agencies
Number of accounts sent a notice of disconnection for non-payment
Number of service disconnections for non-payment
Number of service restorations
Total number of customers charged a late payment fee
Total dollar value of late payment charges

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 4, 5 and 7.
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 53
With respect to Low-income Residential Customers (defined here as customers who participate in
the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program, the Weatherization Assistance Program, any
ratepayer-funded bill payment assistance or arrearage management program, or any low-income
ratepayer-funded DSM program), please provide monthly figures since January 2015 for each of
the data points listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

Total number of accounts
Total billing
Total receipts
Total number of Protected Accounts
iii. For Protected Accounts, please disaggregate by reason for
protection (e.g., financial hardship, serious illness, disability or age
status, etc.)
Number of unpaid accounts 60-90 days after issuance of a bill
Dollar value of unpaid accounts 60-90 days after issuance of a bill
Number of unpaid accounts 90+ days after issuance of a bill
Dollar value of unpaid accounts 90+ days after issuance of a bill
Total number of unpaid accounts
Total dollar value of unpaid accounts
Total number of accounts charge receiving a collection charge
Dollar value of collection charges
Total number of accounts charged a reconnection charge
Number of accounts referred to collection agencies
Number of new payment agreements entered into
Number of new budget or levelized plans entered into
Number of accounts sent a notice of disconnection for non-payment
Number of service disconnections for non-payment
Number of service restorations
Average duration of service disconnection for restored accounts
Number of accounts classified as Bad Debt
Dollar value of accounts classified as Bad Debt
Dollar value of recovered Bad Debt
Total number of customers charged a late payment fee
Total dollar value of late payment charges

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 4, 5 and 7.
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SELC DR-1 Document Production Request 54
With respect to Low-income Residential Customers, please provide by 5-digit zip code monthly
figures since January 2015 for each of the data points listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Total number of accounts
Total billing
Total receipts
Total number of Protected Accounts
iv. For Protected Accounts, please disaggregate by reason for
protection (e.g., financial hardship, serious illness, disability or age
status, etc.)
Number of accounts referred to collection agencies
Number of accounts sent a notice of disconnection for non-payment
Number of service disconnections for non-payment
Number of service restorations
Total number of customers charged a late payment fee
Total dollar value of late payment charges

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 3, 4, 5 and 7.
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BEFORE THE
ALABAMA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In re: Petition for a Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity by
Alabama Power Company

)
)
)

Docket No. 32953

RESPONSE OF ALABAMA POWER COMPANY
TO ENERGY ALABAMA AND GASP’S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
DOCUMENT PRODUCTION REQUESTS
Alabama Power Company (“Alabama Power” or “Company”), by and through its
undersigned counsel, hereby responds to the Third Set of Interrogatories and Document Production
Requests of Energy Alabama and Gasp in this docket.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Alabama Power objects to the “Instructions” and “Definitions” insofar as they

purport to impose requirements on Alabama Power inconsistent with the Rules of Practice of the
Alabama Public Service Commission or that are otherwise unreasonably burdensome, cumulative
or duplicative.
2.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they seek

information or documents protected by the attorney/client privilege, work product doctrine or other
applicable privilege.
3.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they call

for the production, development or performance of analyses, calculations or studies that have not
been performed.
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4.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they seek

information and/or documents not within the possession, custody, control or knowledge of
Alabama Power.
5.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they fail

to describe the requested information or documents with reasonable particularity, fail to define the
terms or are otherwise vague, unreasonably broad, unduly burdensome or lacking in specificity.
6.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they seek

disclosure of documents or information that is unreasonably cumulative or duplicative or that is
publicly available.
7.

Alabama Power objects to each and every discovery request to the extent they call

for the production or identification of information or documents that are not relevant to the subject
matter of the proceeding for which Energy Alabama and Gasp have been granted intervenor status
or are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
8.

Alabama Power’s responses and objections are based on its understanding of the

discovery request as phrased and on information now available to it, as determined after reasonable
diligence. Alabama Power reserves the right to amend, modify, or supplement its objections if it
obtains additional pertinent information during the course of investigation or discovery.
9.

Alabama Power does not waive any protections, rights or privileges by responding

to this discovery. All responses stated below incorporate the above stated objections and are
provided subject to and without waiving any of the objections stated above. The fact that Alabama
Power has not repeated the foregoing objections for each specific discovery request shall not waive
any of the above-stated objections.
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SELC DR-3 Interrogatory 1

Please reference the response to interrogatory SELC DR-1 1-16: Provide all available analysis
and studies that support the statement, “Near-term econometric models for customer usage have
become less predictive since The Great Recession.”

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the basis for
the statement is the Company’s experience with customer usage data and how it no longer
reliably correlates with economic variables such as income. As a result, the Company has
employed time series to forecast residential and commercial customer usage in recent years.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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SELC DR-3 Interrogatory 2

Please reference the response to interrogatory SELC DR-1 I-28:
a. Identify the temperature levels with fewer than 100 data points in the 2010-2015 period
for which a "peak load adjustment factor" was used.
b. Provide complete documentation and workpapers for the “peak load adjustment factor”
used to determine the loads associated with these temperatures for the load shapes in the
2018 Reserve Margin Study.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections:
a. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-1 DPR-27 Attachment D. On the “Main” tab,
beginning at cell I10, are the high and low cutoff temperatures for each month for which
100 data points were not available for years 2010 – 2015.
b. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-3 I-02 Attachment A-L.xlsx for workpapers
determining the peak load adjustment factor for each extreme month inside the 20102015 period. The data reflected in these attachments were developed in the following
manner:
1. Compile a test year reflecting the months with the most extreme temperature for
the month over the reference period 2010-2015 (e.g., January 2014, February
2015, etc.).
2. For each historical extreme month in the test year:
a. Create inputs for the neural net based on actual temperature, actual
temperature +/- 0.5 degrees, and actual temperature +/- 1.0 degrees
b. Replace any hour that has a temperature outside the cut-off temperature
(i.e., the most extreme temperature for the month with at least 100 data
points) with the cut-off temperature
c. Run all five sets of data through three neural net models
i. The model for that month
ii. The model for the previous month
iii. The model for the following month
3. For each hour in the month
a. Determine the average and the standard deviation (STDEV) of the 15
observations for each hour
b. Exclude any observation that is greater than two STDEV from the average
c. Recalculate the average for that hour with the remaining observations.
4
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4. At the peak hour of the month, calculate a MW/degree adjustment factor based on
the difference between (i) the value predicted by the neural net and the actual load
in that hour and (ii) the difference between the cutoff temperature and the actual
temperature in that hour.
5. Apply the adjustment factor to recalculate every hour of the test year that is below
(or above) the cutoff temperature.
6. Correlate the predicted load shape and the actual load shape.

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-3 Interrogatory 3

Please reference the response to interrogatory SELC DR-1 I-36: Identify the specific operating
reserve values (in MW) applicable in the model 1) under extreme cold conditions and 2) when
loss of load occurs.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 6. Subject to and without waiving these objections, as detailed in Section
J: Commitment and Operating Reserves of the 2018 Reserve Margin Study (Exhibit JBW-1 of
Mr. Weathers’ Testimony), the model is configured under all conditions to maintain a total of
1,250 MW (Regulating Reserves plus Contingency Reserve-Spinning).

Sponsoring Witness: Weathers
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SELC DR-3 Interrogatory 4

Please provide, for May 2018 and the most recent available, the complete IHS Markit state,
regional, and/or metro reports data to which Alabama Power subscribes, including all variables.
a. In particular, provide, for May 2018 and the most recent available, the history and
forecast for the following Alabama industrial production variables (IHS Markit
mnemonics): IPM314AL.A.FRLS, IPM313AL.A.FRLS, IPM315AL.A.FRLS,
IPM331AL.A.FRLS, IPM322AL.A.FRLS, IPM321AL.A.FRLS, IPM326AL.A.FRLS,
IPM333AL.A.FRLS, IPM334AL.A.FRLS, IPM332AL.A.FRLS, IPM336AL.A.FRLS,
IPM311AL.A.FRLS, IPNRMAL.A.FRLS, IPT22AL.A.FRLS, IPAL.A.FRLS,
IPMNONAL.A.FRLS, IPMFGAL.A.FRLS, and IPMDURAL.A.FRLS.
b. Explain how the IHS Markit forecasts of Alabama industrial subsectors were used in
preparing the industrial subsector load forecasts. If these forecasts were not used, explain
why not.
c. If Alabama Power believes it does not subscribe to and receive these Alabama industrial
subsector forecasts from IHS Markit, identify the specific IHS Markit services to which
Alabama Power subscribes. Provide a current contract or recent invoice these services.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to items 4 and 5. Subject to and without waiving these objections,
a. Alabama Power’s IHS Markit subscription does not include access to the referenced
variables. The complete May 2018 economics file and all previous IHS Markit
economics files are in CONFIDENTIAL Sierra DR-1 I-04 Attachment E, file
CONFIDENTIAL B2019-APC-May Economics.xlsm and in CONFIDENTIAL SELC
DR-2 I-01a Attachments A-F. Reference CONFIDENTIAL SELC DR-3 I-04
Attachment A for the August 2019 IHS Markit economics file.
b. Alabama Power relies on national forecasts of the industrial subsectors, along with
information gathered through the customer surveys referenced in prior data request
responses.
c. Reference the responses to subparts (a) and (b) above.

Sponsoring Witness: Kelley
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 25th day of November, 2019, I have served a copy of the
foregoing via electronic delivery on counsel for Energy Alabama and Gasp.

________________________________________
Attorney for Alabama Power Company
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AIEC DR-1 Interrogatory 3
Regarding the “Capacity Need (MW) – Winter” table on page 11 of John B. Kelley’s Direct
Testimony, provide the same information as shown on the table for The Southern Company and
for each operating company individually.

Response:
Alabama Power objects to this request for the reasons stated in the General Objections, including
but not limited to item 4. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the following table
shows the capacity need for the Southern Company retail operating companies on a collective
basis. The individual reserve margin and capacity need information for the other retail operating
companies is confidential and proprietary to those companies.

Capacity Need (MW) - Winter
Year
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Retail Operating Companies’
Reserve Margin (%)
24.9%
24.5%
27.9%
25.4%
26.2%
22.1%
21.9%
20.8%
18.6%

1 – Negative is a surplus

Sponsoring Witnesses: Kelley and Weathers

Retail Operating
Companies’ Need1
(MW)
167
287
(562)
176
(66)
1,164
1,179
1,515
2,150

